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Front cover illustration from GALLONIO, Antonio, Trattato de gli instrumenti di martirio. Rome, presso
Ascanio and Girolamo Donangeli, 1591.

SCARCE GERMAN ASTROLOGY
1) ALBRECHT, Lorenz. Evangelisch prognostic.
£2,250

Munich, Adam Berg, 1589.

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. 4to. ff. 8. Gothic letter. Woodcut of a man holding
an almanac with his family. First and last a bit dusty, minor repair to margins and
gutter of a couple of ll., small tear with no loss to gutter of third and outer margin of
last, second gathering lightly browned with faint dampstaining. A very good copy in
C19 floral paper over pasteboards.
A remarkably clean copy of this German astrological almanac—a rare survival of C16 ephemera.
A former Lutheran preacher, Lorenz Albrecht (1540-1606) was the author of German and
Latin religious works and re-converted to the Catholic faith in 1567. ‘Evangelisch Prognosticon’
testifies to his disillusionment with the Protestant Reformation—‘the Gospel of Luther’—and
his intent to oppose this heresy through the popular genre of the almanac, imitating Johannes
Nas’s ‘Practica Practicarum’. As usual in astrological almanacs, it discusses planets,
constellations, zodiacal signs and the seasons and their influx on humans with references to
ancient authorities like Pliny and Manilius; but the tone is grim and planets are seen as
harbingers of vices. The ominous statement by which the seat of the devil is at the centre of the
earth and heresy is at the centre of the universe shows how Albrecht’s almanac presented the
influence of the cosmos as something that Catholics should resist through will and spiritual
exercise so as not to succumb to the Protestant heresy.
Only Concordia Seminary Library copy recorded in the US.
USTC 349262; VD16 A1594. Not in Cantamessa or Houzeau-Lancaster. R.B.
Barnes, Astrology and Reformation (Oxford, 2016).
L2915

FINELY ILLUSTRATED
2) ARIOSTO, Ludovico. Orlando furioso et di nuovo postoui i cinque canti...
Venezia, appresso Pietro Deuchino, 1574.

£2,750

24mo in twelves. Three vols, ff. 166 + 166 + 228. Roman letter with Italic. Printer’s
device to t-p (a bit dusty), 49 handsome woodcuts (some repeated) of scenes from
the poem, decorated initials, a.e.g. Slight age yellowing, occasional very minor

foxing, the odd small light water stain, upper margin trimmed fractionally touching
page number and running titles in a few places. A very good, crisp, clean copy in
French crimson morocco c.1700, triple- ruled border gilt, gilt rosettes to each corner,
gilt inner dentelles, light old stain to covers of vol. 3. Spines in five compartments,
gilt borders and large fleurons to each, raised bands with gilt foliage, one joint a bit
cracked, loss to border of vol. 1 at foot. Printed C19 ex-libris of the Earl of
Ellenborough to front pastedowns, C19 stamp ‘Earl of Ellenborough Heirlooms.
Book No. 1430 390’ to second ffep, early inscription ‘1733’ to verso of third, vol. 1
with tiny early inscription (price?) to t-p and modern bookplate.
The finely-gilt fleurons on the spine resemble very closely the mid-C18 French tool used in
Barber, ‘Printed Books and Bookbinding’, SP 58 W.Cat.632.
Uncommon, illustrated small Elzevir-style edition of Ariosto’s magnificent poem. One of the
greatest authors of the Italian Renaissance, Ludovico Ariosto (1474-1533) studied law and
classics at Ferrara before entering the service of Cardinal Ippolito d’Este and later of Alfonso,
Duke of Ferrara. For his patrons, he fulfilled diplomatic and political functions, including
emissary to Pope Julius II, whilst composing poems, comedies and satires mostly in the Italian
vernacular. His masterpiece—‘Orlando furioso’—is a chivalric poem in ottava rima intended as
a continuation of Matteo Maria Boiardo’s ‘Orlando innamorato’ (1483). The first 40 cantos
were published in 1516; the final version in 46 followed in 1532, later joined by five extra
cantos. In Ariosto’s poem, Orlando’s love for Angelica, as narrated by Boiardo, turns into ‘fury’;
at her rejection, the paladin loses his mind and abandons the battlefield. The very complex plot
interweaves narratives of the paladins’ war against the Turks, Angelica’s flight from the furious
Orlando and their adventures, and the love story between the Christian Bradamante and the
Saracen Ruggiero. ‘Orlando furioso’ became an instant classic and was extensively reprinted in
Italy and France in the C16.
The handsome engravings are based on Gabriele Giolito’s edition of 1548. Praised by Giorgio
Vasari, Giolito’s woodcuts elaborated on those in Zoppino’s edition of 1530—the first to adapt
to Ariosto’s text the iconographic structure of the illustrated ‘libri di battaglia’ (poetic sequels in
ottava rima to the great chivalric romances) so popular in Venice. Giolito abandoned the
programmatic plainness of Zoppino’s illustrations to create finer and more complex scenes
bringing together two or three episodes from each canto, functioning both as a figurative
commentary and aide-mémoire. The anonymous craftsmen of Deuchino’s edition copied
Giolito’s woodcuts as closely as possible, whilst adapting them to the smaller 24mo format. Like
the ‘fratelli Guerra’ and Guillaume Rouillé in the 1560s, Deuchino sought to capitalise on a
readership interested in an illustrated as well as portable ‘Orlando furioso’.
Edward Law (1790-1861) was a British Tory politician and owner of Southam House, near
Cheltenham. He served as Governor- General of India between 1842 and 1844, and later
created 1st Earl of Ellenborough.

Only Chicago copy recorded in the US. USTC 143138; Graesse I, 199. Not in BM
STC It., Gamba, Fontanini or Sander. Carlo Alberto Girotto, ‘“Ariosto d’oro e
figurato’: Le principali edizioni illustrate del Cinquecento’, in L’‘Orlando furioso’
nello specchio delle immagini, ed. M. Bray, Rome, 2014, pp. 1-34
L2293a

HANDSOME CAMBRIDGE BINDING
3) ASCHAM, Roger. Disertissimi à Latinis epistolis, familiarium epistolarum libri tres...
London, Ar. Hatfield pro Francisco Coldocko, 1590.

£2,950

8vo. pp. [xvi], 540, [iv]. A-2M8. “Ioannis Sturmii, Hieronymi Osorii, aliorumque
epistolæ, ad Rogerum Aschamum aliosque nobiles Anglos missæ” has separate title
page dated 1589; pagination and register are continuous.” ESTC. Italic Letter, some
Roman. Both titles within ornate typographical borders, floriated woodcut initials,
woodcut headpieces, typographical ornaments, “Sam: Milles 1688” on fly,
bookplate of Robert S. Pirie on pastedown. Age yellowing, a few quires lightly
browned, very rare marginal mark or spot. A very good copy in Cambridge late 17thcentury tan speckled calf, covers triple blind ruled to a panel design, large fleurons,
binder’s instals ‘I W’, blind stamped at outer corners, spine with triple blind ruled
raised bands, edges gilt ruled, a.e.r.
The last sixteenth-century edition of this important and influential collection of letters by the
Tudor humanist and tutor to Elizabeth I, Roger Ascham (1514/15-68) providing tremendous
insight into Ascham’s circles at court, and more generally into humanist learning in England.
His letters were extensive and varied, and were used by educators as epistolary examples, but
were in themselves revealing of the academic dialogues Ascham engaged in with English and
European scholars, clergymen and politicians. Appended to the three books of letters are responses
from Johann Sturm under a separate title page, a 16pp selection of his Poems, and a biography
by Edward Grant. “Of his letters, Edward Grant, his biographer, who was a sizar of St. John’s
College in 1563, and afterwards head-master of Westminster School, published a selection, with
a very full life in Latin, and several of his Latin poems, under the title of ‘Familiarium
Epistolarum libri tres magna orationis elegantia conscripti, nunc denuo emendati et aucti,’ in
1576. The book was dedicated to Queen Elizabeth, and was republished in London in 1578
and 1590, at Hanover in 1602 and 1610, and at Nuremberg in 1611. In 1703 William
Elstob published a new and much enlarged edition at Oxford ..” DNB
As tutor to Elizabeth I his letters are particularly revealing of their relationship, her education
and Ascham’s thoughts on female scholarship in general. “Roger Ascham had friends in hight
places. Or so it appears from his extent correspondence. When he was not teaching in the royal

nursery, writing humanist treatises .. or drafting official letters as Latin secretary to the Queen,
Ascham corresponded regularly with members of Europe’s political and intellectual elite. ...The
letters that Ascham exchanged with Sturm have been seen as the jewel of his correspondence since
it was first published in the sixteenth century. The first letter that Ascham sent to Sturm on 4
April 1550 presents an earlier attempt to petition Elizabeth while ostensibly talking to a friend.
Having left the princess’s service in disgrace in 1549, Ascham hoped to regain her favour when
she learned of the elaborate encomium of her virtues and talents his letter contained. The way
that Ascham uses his letter to negotiate with someone other than the recipient in this instance is
a reminder that early modern letters were not necessarily private documents and an illustration of
how this fact might be exploited.” James Daybell, ‘Women and Epistolary Agency in Early
Modern Culture.’ Some of his letters praise female scholarship more generally and he was an
influential supporter of female humanist learning “We now have many honourable women who
surpass the daughters of Thomas More in all kinds of learning. Amongst them the shining star,
not so much for her brightness as for the splendour of her virtue and her learning, is my Lady
Elizabeth sister of our King.” He even includes a detailed description of Princess Elizabeth’s
reading and curriculum.
ESTC S122374. STC 829. Lowndes I p. 75.
L2245

4) [BIBLE]. Biblia sacrosancta veteris et noui instrumenti, iuxta vulgatam et consuetam
aeditionem...
Lyon, apud Jacques Giunta, 1535.

£2,450

8vo. ff. [viii] 506 [vi]. [*8, a-z8, A-2S8.] Roman letter, double column, entirely
ruled in red. Jacques Giunta’s large fleur de lys woodcut device on title, smaller
woodcut device on verso of last, later autograph of ‘Joseph Bruysoloxi’ on fly. Light
browning, t-p a little stained and dusty, early repairs to the blank margins of first four
leaves, occasional marginal stain or mark. A good copy in contemporary, probably
Lyon calf, covers triple blind ruled and double gilt ruled to a panel design, fleurons
to outer corners, central panel with a blind and gilt ruled lozenge, scrolled tools gilt
to corners and at centre, spine, rebacked with original spine laid down, double gilt
ruled in three compartments, large fleurons gilt above and below, smaller to central
panel, edges and corners restored, some worming to spine, a little rubbed, slightly
later marbled paste-downs, a.e.g.
Exceptionally rare edition of this finely printed portable bible, a version of the Vulgate with
corrections taken from the original Hebrew and extra notes on its interpretation. For example the
work follows the Vulgate order but gives an explanatory comparative table of the chapters of the
Vulgate and the Hebrew texts which occur in a different order. It was placed on the index of

prohibited books in 1584 along with the re- editions of 1542 (shared by Giunta with Guillaume
Bouillé) and 1546. The work is finely printed by Jacques Giunta, originally of Florence, and
nephew of the Venetian publisher Lucantonio Giunta. He was one of the most successful Lyon
printers with an international outlook who owned book deposits in Antwerp, Frankfurt, Lisbon,
Medina del Campo, Salamanca and Saragossa. Lyon in 1535 was the perfect place for such
experimental printing. “due to its commercial, banking and publishing activity, as well as its
strategic geographical location, Lyon remained a place of ceaseless exchange and circulation of
ideas, a free zone that the inquisitorial authorities found it difficult to control. Repressive action
was limited by the high standing of Lyon’s humanist printers; their activity was essential for
economic prosperity and cultural prestige of the city. From the beginning of the 1530s the city
had to come home to a lively humanist circle around the publisher Sebastien Gryphe. In 1532
Rabelais arrived from Montpellier and published his Pantagruel the same year, the Gargantua
in 1534. On August 1, 1534 Etienne Dolet arrived from Toulouse, closely followed by
Ortensio Lando and Cornellius Agrippa in 1535. .. The Italian contingent of this lively
Humanist circle included illustrious names...” Giorgio Caravale ‘Beyond the Inquisition:
Ambrogio Catarino Politi and the Origins of the Counter- Reformation”
The contemporary binding was probably made at Lyon and follows the Italianate style of French
binders of the period. It shares much in common with the style of Picard though without the same
quality. It also shares strong stylist similarities with a binding attributed to the Salel binder; See
BL bookbindings Davis330.
Baudrier. VI p. 161. “Nous n’avons jamais rencontré cette Bible.” Not in Gultlingen
or Darlowe and Moule
NO RECORDED COPIES IN US

L2810

5) [BOLOGNA.]. Notificatione delli capitoli, et conventioni...Intorno alli banditi, &
condannati.
Bologna, Alessandro Benacci, [1586].

£1,800

FIRST EDITION. 4to. 4 unnumbered and unsigned leaves. Roman letter, little
Italic. Woodcut arms of Cardinal Enrico Caetani to t-p, decorated headpiece and
initials. Age browning, little faint dampstaining to upper outer corner, small tear
with no loss to upper margin of t-p, tiny loss at lower gutter of last. A good copy in
modern boards. Early numbers inked to upper margin of t-p.
A remarkably well-preserved and clean copy of this Bolognese edict—a rare survival of C16 legal
ephemera—addressing a major issue of public order: the flight of bandits and prisoners sentenced
to capital punishment. The outcome of negotiations between Alfonso, Duke of Ferrara, and

Cardinal Caetani, emissary of the Pope in Bologna, the edict struck an agreement by which no
bandits or fugitive prisoners sentenced to capital punishment should find a safe place either in the
Bologna territory (within the Papal States) or in neighbouring Ferrara; if any such criminals
were discovered in either territory in which they were not resident, they could be punished by
proxy. No safe-conducts would be granted by either state and those already granted should be
revoked.
Only five copies recorded. None in the US.
L2894

TORTURE AND CRIMINAL LAW
6) BRUNI, Francesco, SUZZARA, Guido da, UBALDI, Baldo degli.
Tractatus de indiciis, et tortura...
Venice, [in aedibus Francisci Bindoni & Maphei Pasini], 1549.

£1,850

8vo. ff. (xii) 96 [99]. Roman letter. Woodcut printer’s device to t-p, decorated
initials. Minor spotting to a few upper margins, light ink stain to lower outer corner
of couple of gatherings, lower margin of fol. 66 trimmed. An excellent copy in
reused contemporary vellum, traces of ties, minor repair to lower corners, recased.
Excellent copy of this most important collection of medieval and early modern treatises on criminal
law regulations concerning the use of torture. First published in 1495, Francesco Bruni’s (fl. late
C15-early C16) ‘Tractatus’ was based on his professional experience as judge in Siena. The
first parts deals with ‘indicia’ (circumstantial evidence), how they are defined and proved and
which ones can justify torture or sentencing—fundamental questions addressed in the formulation
of the much later theory of ‘reasonable doubt’. The second deals with torture, providing
regulations on when, if and how it should be used, and its effects, as well as launching an attack
against ‘perverse’ judges who invented new kinds of torture ‘for pleasure’. The second and third
treatises by the renowned jurists Guido da Suzzara (1225-92) and Baldo degli Ubaldi (13271400) address similar questions with a practical stance, according to the structure of medieval
legal manuals presenting answers to specific questions. Both identify thorny circumstances
making the use of torture problematic—from the age of prisoners (e.g., torture was prohibited
against children under 14 and the elderly) to the extent and force of its administration and the
behaviour of authorities (e.g., if a prisoner could not be tortured he should not deprived of food as
a form of indirect torture). Three most important works of criminal law which had a long-lasting
influence on the Western judicial system.
BM STC It., p. 128. Not in Brunet or Graesse.

L2890

7) BUCHANAN, George. De Maria Scotorum Regina.
[London, J. Day, 1571].

£2,950

FIRST EDITION. 8vo in 4’s. pp. [ii], 122, [iv]. A-Q4. First part in small Roman,
remainder in italic, italic side notes throughout. Title with small typographical
ornament, woodcut initials, authors name mss. in contemporary hand on title, price
‘4s’ above, ‘Dupplin Castle’ early case-mark on front pastedown. Title and blank
verso of last a little dusty, outer margin of first and last couple of ll. cut a bit close,
just touching sidenotes. A very good clean copy in in contemporary English or
possibly Scottish sheep, covers bordered with a single gilt and double blind rule,
thistle fleuron gilt stamped at centres, spine double gilt ruled in compartments, a.e.r.
title and author mss. on fore-edge.
A very good copy of the rare first edition of one of the great contemporary attacks on Mary, Queen
of Scots by Buchanan (1506 -1582), Scottish historian and scholar of the Protestant party and
sometime tutor to her son, later James VI, and Elizabeth I’s Secretary of State, Thomas Wilson
(1526-1581). “P. 1-30 are by George Buchanan. “Actio contra Mariam Scotorum
Reginam”, p. 31-100, is attributed to Thomas Wilson, as is the translation of “Literæ Reginæ
Scot. ad comitem Bothuelium scriptæ”, p. 101-121.” ESTC.
“In 1571 the London printer John Day simultaneously produced Latin and Scots-English
versions the same set of texts. These volumes contained, first, the text of a diatribe against Mary
Queen of Scots by the great Scots humanist George Buchanan [1506 – 1582], second, a
lengthy indictment (Actio) of her alleged crimes, and third, the texts of the so-called Casket
Letters. All this material was designed to document that Mary had been conducting an adulterous
affair with the Earl of Bothwell prior to the murder of her consort, Lord Darnley; that Darnley’s
murder was encompassed by Bothwell with Mary’s foreknowledge, in order to pave the way for
their marriage; and that Scots justice was seriously perverted so that Bothwell would not be held
accountable for his crime of regicide. These documents were all prepared for the October 1568
conference at York, at which representatives of the Earl of Moray, Regent of Scotland, and other
Scottish Protestant lords met with English commissioners to justify Mary’s forced abdication.
Their subsequent publication doubtless was intended to mold public opinion in both Scotland and
England, and also, in their Latin version, to provide a justification for Mary’s dethronement and
imprisonment suitable for European consumption. As such, (the two) volumes are an interesting
example of the early use of the printing press for the dissemination of political propaganda, not
entirely unlike the “white papers” put out by James’ government to justify the trial and execution
of Father Henry Garnet and the Gunpowder Plotters.” Dana F. Sutton. No doubtful or trivial
incident which could blacken the Queen’s character was omitted and others were simply invented
for the purpose. Elizabeth was so pleased with the work that when Mary was in her hands she
had a copy sent her. and it formed the opinion of Mary of generations of English historians.

A very good copy of this important work from the library at Dupplin Castle in Perthshire in
Scotland.
ESTC S106060. STC 3978. Brunet I 1369. Lowndes I 301.
L2248

ANNOTATED ILLUSTRATED CATECHISM
8) COUNCIL OF TRENT. Catechismus ex decreto Concili Tridentini ad parochos Pii
V…
Venice, apud Aldum, 1582.

£2,250

8vo. pp. (xvi) 616 (xxiv). Italic letter, little Roman. Woodcut architectural t-p with
putti, caryatids and kneeling figure at prayer within roundel, 4 full- and 33 half-page
woodcut illustrations depicting Evangelists, saint, sacraments and biblical scenes,
decorated initials and ornaments. Slight browning, minor repair to lower outer
corner of t-p and last leaf affecting a couple of index numerals, little thumbing,
scattered ink marks. A good copy in C19 polished calf, blind ruled to a panel design,
blind tooled lozenge with large fleuron in blind to centre panel, outer border double
gilt ruled, centre panel gilt ruled with large gilt fleurons to corners, spine gilt,
extremities and joints a bit rubbed, title inked to edges, just run onto outer margins
in places. Modern casemark label to front pastedown, extensive C17 Latin and Italian
annotation in places, ex-libris ‘Ferdinandus Ravagninus’ dated 1662 and dedication
to ‘Lancil. Ravagninus’ on verso of penultimate and last leaf respectively.
A handsomely illustrated and extensively annotated copy of the Counter-Reformation catechism.
The ‘Catechismus’ was first published in 1566 during the pontificate of Pius V as a
programmatic instrument to circulate the theological tenets approved at the Council of Trent,
produced under the supervision of the Cardinals Carlo Borromeo and Guglielmo Sirleto. This
is the second Aldine edition of the revised version published in 1575, edited by Paolo Manutius,
Cornelio Amalteo and Giulio Poggiano. Aldus’s letter to the reader, from the 1575 edition,
explains that this ‘carefully prepared’ Catechism illuminated for all the orthodox doctrine which
priests either ignored or interpreted individually—a ‘great fault’; it was also addressed to lay
people as a book of instruction. The careful editing of the Latin text had ‘avenged’ it from
‘typographic negligence’. Intended as teaching aids, the outstanding woodcuts of anonymous
authorship represent biblical scenes, Evangelists, saints and typological images such as the
crucified Christ from whom departed, in the guise of a genealogical tree, six sacraments all rooted
in baptism. In 1662, the owner of this copy, Ferdinandus Ravagninus, listed in Italian above
his ex-libris the nine types of lust: fornication, rape, adultery, abduction, incest, sacrilegium,
masturbation, sodomy and bestiality. An earlier owner added marginalia to passages on the

liturgy and meaning of the sacraments— especially baptism, the Eucharist and penance—and
the ‘decalogus’. The annotation reproduced the subsection headlines added to later editions of the
‘Catechismus’, the earliest occurrence of which we have traced to Venice 1596.
Only Holy Cross, UPenn, St John’s copies recorded in the US.
Renouard, Annales, 230:1; BM STC It., p. 680; Ahmanson-Murphy, Aldine
Collection, 941. Not in Sander (1566 ed. only) or Mortimer.
L3057

SCARCE ALMANAC
9) DOGLIONI, Giovanni Nicolò. L’anno dove si ha perfetto, et pieno raguaglio…
Venice, appresso Giovanni Antonio Rampazetto, 1587.

£2,250

FIRST EDITION. 4to. ff. (iv) 49 (iii). Roman letter, little Italic. Woodcut vignette
to t-p, full-page woodcut of astronomer perusing sky, 3 full-page and 4 smaller
woodcut illustrations of astronomical schemas and representing the activities of each
month, decorated initials, head- and tailpieces. Intermittent slight foxing, marginal
tears, one touching page number, blank upper outer corner of two ll. repaired, small
marginal water stain to last gathering, small ink splashes in places, two small holes to
outer margin of last two ll. A good copy in contemporary vellum, spine recovered
in mottled sheep, early ms. label. Bookplate of Giovan Battista Lambruschini and
bookseller’s label to front pastedown, ex-libris of the Jesuit Collegium at Bastia and
C19 library stamp to t-p and to blank margin of three ll. touching the odd letter.
Some contemporary annotation.
Scarce copy of this important didactic almanac including the prediction of weather conditions,
planetary influence and a perpetual calendar—‘one of the earliest—if not the earliest—almanack
according to the Gregorian Calendar...unknown to Poggendorff’ (‘Bibliotheca ChemicoMathematica’ 1076). Giovanni Nicolò Doglioni (1548-1629) was a Venetian notary
appointed to several public offices in the city, and the author of works on chronology, cosmography
and the calculation of time. ‘L’anno’ contextualised for a broader audience the reform of the
Julian calendar introduced by Gregory XIII in 1582—a revision which led to major scholarly
debates on ‘gnomonica’ or the computation of the portions of the solar day. The first section of
the work discusses the four elements that constitute the world, the subdivisions of the earth into
continents, countries and provinces, the meteorological phenomena resulting from the mixture of
the elements as well as a table tracing the movements of the planets. In the second section Doglioni
explains the subdivisions of time according to conventional units. The fundamental unit—the
day—can be natural (following the planetary course of the sun in relation to the earth as a whole)

or artificial (according to the specific place in which the onlooker is situated). This distinction is
used as the basis to explain the correct construction of sundials on buildings. There follows an
examination of the subdivision of historical time—the discipline of chronology so dear to the
medieval and Renaissance periods—and the meaning of ‘century’, ‘age’, ‘age of man’ and ‘age
of the world’, with a perpetual calendar and a long table recording universal dates and events from
the creation to the year 5545 [1586AD]. Later owners annotated the perpetual calendar
counting the days for the years 1646, 1668 and 1709. The last section provides perpetual
calendars to identify Feasts of the Saints and moveable liturgical feasts. It was reprinted as
‘L’anno riformato’ in 1599 and its tables accordingly updated.
Giovanni Battista Lambruschini S.J. (1755-1827) was professor at the Jesuit seminary in
Genoa, a great opponent of the French Revolution and the centre of a Jesuit circle including the
renowned philologist Cardinal Angelo Mai.
3 copies recorded in the US.
BM STC It., p. 219; Riccardi I/1, 414: ‘Rarissimo’; Houzeau & Lancaster I/2, 13042;
Bibliotheca Chemico- Mathematica 1076; Cantamessa I, 2230 (recorded as part of
the description of the second edition entitled L’anno riformato, 1599).
L2885

10) ESTIENNE, Henri. Annotationes in Sophoclem et Euripidem...
Geneva, Henri II Estienne, 1568.

£2,750

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. 8vo. pp. (xvi) 207 (i). Roman letter, with Italic and
Greek. Printer’s device to t-p, floriated initials. Light age browning, t-p lightly
thumbed, lower outer blank corner of third fol. torn, very faint water stain to lower
gutter of a few gatherings, the odd thumb mark. A very good, well-margined copy
in contemporary dark brown English calf, C14 ms vellum strip on spine and front
pastedown, double blind-ruled border, oval centrepiece gilt, interlacing ribbons,
curvy tendrils, leaves and fleurons in contrasting blind, spine in five compartments,
raised bands, gilt lettering, some loss at joints and lower edge of rear cover. C18
armorial bookplate of Beilby Thompson of Escrick to front pastedown, early
autograph ‘Geo: Seignior’, casemark (?) ‘m/1’, monograms ‘GHS’ (Seignior’s?) and
‘SWF’, little annotations ‘2’ and ‘of’ (?) to t-p, contemporary autograph of William
Harrington (?) and monogram ‘TG’ to eps, modern bookplate to rear pastedown. In
box.
The exquisite binding bears the same centrepiece as fig. 3.37 in Nixon and Foot, ‘English
Bookbinding Styles, 1450-1800’, produced in Cambridge in the 1570s. An early owner of
this copy was George Seignior (d. 1678), reverend, classical scholar and fellow of Trinity College

Cambridge, to which he donated part of his books in 1676.
Very good, well-margined copy of the FIRST and ONLY EDITION of Henri Estienne’s
commentary on the tragedies of Sophocles and Euripides. Estienne (1528/31-98) was a French
printer—the eldest son of Robert—and scholar of Greek and Latin. After being entrusted with
his father’s presses in 1559, he published numerous new or revised Latin translations of Greek
authors like Herodotus, Plato, Aristotle and Aeschylus, as well as editions of the Greek New
Testament. This commentary was intended, as shown by cross-references, as a companion
volume to his editions of Sophocles and Euripides’s tragedies of the same year. It begins with a
learned ‘tractatus’ on Greek orthography discussing the use and printed reproduction of diacritics
like accents and breathings, and word alterations like crasis and elision. In the ‘annotationes’,
Estienne makes continuous references to the codex tradition and editions like those of Rancoretus
and Turnebus, seeking to redress major ‘lectiones depravatae’—mistranscriptions and
philological misinterpretations—made by his predecessors. He also provides sophisticated brief
studies of Sophocles’s lexicon and Euripides’s appropriation of Homer’s poetics. A nicely bound
and finely printed jewel of classical scholarship.
Beilby Thompson (1742-99) of Escrick, Yorkshire, was a British landowner and politician.
Rénouard 131:4; Brunet II, 1082; mentioned in Dibdin II, 411.
L2869

11) FABRI, Ottavio. L’uso della squadra mobile.
Venice, appresso Francesco Bariletti, 1598.

£2,750

FIRST EDITION. 4to. pp. (ii) 58 (vi), without the ‘squadra mobile’ plate as usual.
Italic letter, with Roman. Engraved architectural t-p with female allegorical figures,
putti and globe, 25 half-page engraved illustrations, decorated initials, head- and
tailpieces. Little thumbing or minor marginal spotting in a few places, one plate
superimposed presumably by way of correction. An excellent wide-margined copy,
on thick paper, in old carta rustica, recased, bookplate of Erwin Tomash to front
pastedown, the odd contemporary marginalia. In modern folding box.
An excellent copy of the first edition of this important work on the application of triangulation.
Ottavio Fabri (fl. late C16-early C17) was an Italian mathematician of whom little is known.
His greatest contribution to the discipline, immortalized in this work, was the invention of the
‘squadra mobile’, a brass geometrical instrument to ‘measure, level and transfer onto paper every
distance, height and depth’, with applications in astronomy, geometry and the measuring of
terrain. The edition was printed in two issues with differing preliminaries, though no priority
has been established. The first section is devoted to measurements and includes comparisons

between units used in different cities (the ‘Braccio toscano’ in Florence, the ‘Tornadure’ in Cervia)
or countries (‘Piedi’ in France and the Trevigian ‘Pertica’ in Cologne). He proceeds to explain
the construction of the instrument; this part was illustrated by an engraved plate portraying the
‘squadra mobile’, absent in most copies. The best material for the instrument, he found, is copper,
a piece of which —‘as thick as a knife’s back’—can be bought ‘from any ironmonger in town’.
He even advertised the best craftsman in Venice to assemble the instrument, ‘M. Battista...degli
Horologli’ in his Spadaria shop, who made clocks and scales. The rest, illustrated with handsome
engravings, explains the most common applications of the instruments in measuring from various
positions the distance, depth and height, in relative and absolute terms, of buildings, hills,
allotments, etc. The ‘squadra mobile’ could even be used to map a city’s area without a compass
both from inside or outside its walls. Illustration XIII pasted on p. 37 appears to have been an
editorial afterthought as it is also found in the NYPL copy.
Riccardi I/1, 433-34; BM STC It., p. 241; Brunet II, 1151 (mentions this ed.);
Honeyman IV, 1259 (1615 ed.).
L3013

12) FISHER, John St. Opera, quae hactenus inueniri potuerunt omnia
Würzburg, apud Georgium Fleischmannum, 1597.

£2,450

FIRST EDITION. Folio. pp. (iv), 1772 col. pp. [xxxiii]. π2, A-4G6, 4H-4M4.
Roman and Italic letter in double column. Woodcut printer’s device on title,
floriated and historiated woodcut initials, woodcut tailpieces, engraved
archiepiscopal armorial bookplate on pastedown, various C19th ecclesiastical library
stamps on title, early ms exlibris of ‘Bartholomew [?]’ below with bibliographical
reference above, further autograph of [?] towards head. Light age yellowing, some
browning and spotting, the rare marginal mark or spot. A very good copy in
contemporary limp vellum, yapp edges, remains of ties, title ms on spine.
Rare first edition of the collected Latin works of St. John Fisher, with translations into Latin of
his English sermons. John Fisher (1469–1535), appointed bishop of Rochester by Henry VII,
was one of the most distinguished churchmen and humanists of the early sixteenth century and
Reformation. A friend of Erasmus’, he introduced the study of Greek and Hebrew to the
University of Cambridge, of which he was Chancellor, and was beheaded by Henry VIII for his
opposition to the Act of Supremacy. He was a notable preacher and author of the first sermonsequence to be printed in English. Fisher’s Latin theological and controversial writings were more
widely read on the European continent, in their day, than the predominantly English religious
controversial writings of St. Thomas More and were a key influence on the Catholic CounterReformation. According to Fr. Surtz, St. John Fisher’s writings formed an important bridge
between the Church Fathers, the Scholastics, and the Catholic Counter-Reformation. As
Chancellor of Cambridge University, Fisher firmly established in English Universities the “new
learning” of the classics, the Scriptures, and the Early Christian Writers in their original

languages.
The cardinal was brought to trial at Westminster (17th of June 1535) on the charge that he did
“openly declare in English that the king, our sovereign lord, is not supreme head on earth of the
Church of England,” and was condemned to a traitor's death at Tyburn, a sentence afterwards
changed. He was beheaded on Tower Hill on the 22nd of June 1535, after saying the Te Deum
and the psalm In te Domine speravi. His body was buried first at All Hallows, Barking, and
then removed to St. Peter's ad vincula in the Tower, where it lies beside that of Sir Thomas
More. His head was exposed on London Bridge and then thrown into the river. As a champion
of the rights of conscience, and as the only one of the English bishops that dared to resist the king's
will, Fisher commends himself to all. On the 9th of December 1886 he was beatified by Pope
Leo XIII.
“This contains: 1. “The Assertio septem Sacramentorum” of Henry VIII against Luther,
which finds a place in the collection as being 'Roffensis tamen hortatu et studio edita.' 2. Fisher's
'Defence' of the 'Assertio,' 1523. 3. His treatise in reply to Luther, “De Babylonica
Captivitate,” 1523. 4. His 'Confutatio Assertionis Lutheranæ,' first printed at Antwerp,
1523. 5. 'De Eucharistia contra Joan. Œcolampadium libri quinque,' first printed 1527. 6.
'Sacri Sacerdotii Defensio contra Lutherum.' 7. 'Convulsio calumniarum Vlrichi Veleni
Minhoniensis, quibus Petrum nunquam Romæ fuisse cauillatus est,' 1525. 8. 'Concio Londini
habita vernaculè, quando Lutheri scripta publicè igni tradebantur,' translated by Richard Pace
into Latin, 1521. 9. 'De unica Magdalena libri tres,' 1519. Also the following, which the
editor states are printed for the first time : 10. 'Commentarii in vii. Psalmos pœnitentiales,
interprete Joanne Fen à monte acuto.' 11. Two sermons : (a) 'De Passione Domini,' (b) 'De
Justitia Pharisæorum,' 12. 'Methodus perveniendi ad summam Christianæ religionis
perfectionem,' 13. 'Epistola ad Hermannum Lætmatium Goudanum de Charitate Christiana.'
At the end (whether printed before or not does not appear) are 14. 'De Necessitate Orandi.' 15.
'Psalmi vel precationes.’” DNB.
BM STC Ger. C16th. p. 458. Lowndes 799. Brunet II 1272.
L2955

13) GALEN. De ratione curandi ad Glauconem libri duo.
Venice, apus Iuntas, 1547.

£1,850

8vo. pp. (xvi) 364 (ii). Roman letter, occasional Latin or Greek. Woodcut printer’s
device to t-p and last, decorated initials. Marginal thumbing to t-p and first, small
marginal spots to first gathering, small ink burn touching couple of letters to p. 114,
light ink splashes to last two ll. A very good copy in contemporary vellum, yapp
edges, lacking ties. Probably C15 ms. in black-brown ink used as eps (Latin work on

parishes and dioceses), ‘Oct 9 1929’ stamped on this, later doodles to recto of fep,
slightly later inscription ‘Op[er]a di Savonarola Medico Patavino Sinibaldo Medico
(?)’ to recto of last, some early annotation.
Scarce medical work by Galen translated and edited by Martin Akakia (1497-1551), physician
at the court of Francis I of France. Together with those of Hippocrates, the works of Galen (129200/216AD), a Greek physician and surgeon in the Roman Empire, shaped the development
of Western medicine. His greatly influential conception of pathology, inspired by Hippocrates’s
theories, saw ailments as the result of imbalance among the four constituting humours (blood,
yellow bile, black bile and phlegm) of the body. First published in Paris in 1538 and reprinted
four times in less than ten years, ‘De ratione curandi’, addressed to Glauco, is a pocket-size
manual on the treatment of a wide array of medical conditions in the form of a commentary, with
Galen’s text being followed by Akakia’s interpretation. It states first of all what ‘treating a
condition’ means and how the physician should determine whether the condition under scrutiny
be the actual illness or rather a cause, consequence or symptom thereof. Great attention is devoted
to fever and its manifestations—e.g., eye movement, discoloration, slow or racing pulse—to the
nature of urine and evacuations, and even the meaning of the body’s physiological reaction (e.g.,
nausea) to specific odours. Everyday conditions examined include stomach ache, headache,
abnormal menstruation, herpes, carbunculus, tertian and quartan fevers, and abscesses.
Suggested treatments—e.g., blood- letting (on which Galen had authored a treatise) and
concoctions of salty water, vinegar and wine—all sought to restore the natural balance of the four
humours within the ailing body.
Harvard, NLM, UCSF and UCLA copies recorded in the
BM STC It., p. 287; Wellcome, 2549. Not in Durling, Bib. Osl. or Brunet.

US.

L2921

STUNNING ILLUSTRATIONS OF MARTYRDOM
14) GALLONIO, Antonio. Trattato de gli instrumenti di martirio.
Rome, presso Ascanio and Girolamo Donangeli, 1591.

£2,950

FIRST EDITION. 4to. pp. (iv) 159 (ix). Roman letter, with Italic. T-p in red and
black, 47 superb engravings executed by Antonio Tempesta, framed by woodcut
tendrils, of scenes of martyrdom, decorated initials, head- and tailpieces. Light age
browning and marginal thumbing in a few places, outer margin of t-p and first
restored, slight foxing, faint marginal waterstaining to a few gatherings, barely visible
repair to outer margins of three ll., tear from lower blank corner of p. 89 at gutter.
Engravings in very good impression, ink mark to ll. 97 and 99. A very good, clean
copy in contemporary vellum over pasteboards, gilt lettered spine, all edges blue.

C19 bibliographical note to front pastedown, the odd C19 annotation.
A very good, stunningly illustrated copy of the first edition of this blood-curdling celebration of
martyrdom. Born and raised in Rome, Antonio Gallonio (1566-1605) was a member of the
Congregation of the Oratory of St Philip Neri, which inspired his interest in the early history
of the Church. Later translated into Latin and dedicated to Pope Clement VIII, the ‘Trattato’
is his most famous work—an illustrated, historiographically sound encyclopaedia of ancient
instruments of martyrdom based on a thorough study of the Acts of the Martyrs and authors like
Cicero and Valerius Maximus. Gallonio painstakingly examined the instruments and
techniques of torture used against the ‘glorious soldiers of Christ’. Each torment is dissected in all
its nuances—e.g., crucifixion by nails or poles, with ropes used to keep martyrs hanging from a
cross by one limb or over a burning fire, or after being smeared with apple juice to let their flesh
be devoured by bees and flies. The engravings, designed by Giovanni Guerra and executed by
Antonio Tempesta, official painter of Sixtus V, were conceived as visual aids for readers, with
captions identifying specific torments. Surrounded by placid Renaissance landscapes with
architectures, tempietti and classical columns, the tormented martyrs allowed the artists to display
their mastery in the depiction of human bodies contorted with pain. The violent scenes, expunged
of all gore like contemporary medical illustrations, are also reminiscent of ethnographic
representations of tortures inflicted by ‘savages’ of the New World onto colonisers and
missionaries. A masterpiece of Counter-Reformation ecclesiastical history.
USTC 831605; Brunet II, 1468: ‘Édition originale, recherchée, parce qu’elle
contient les premières épreuves des fig. en cuivre d’Ant. Tempesta’. Not in BM STC
It., Mortimer, Harvard Italian C16, Sander or Adams.
L2841

15) ISOCRATES. Orationes tres…
Venice, haeredes P. Ravani &amp; Sociis, 1555.

£2,950

8vo. ff. (i) 51. Roman and Greek letter on opposing pages. Printer’s woodcut device
to t-p and verso of penultimate leaf. Slight age yellowing, outer margins generally
thumbed, a few faint water stains, small marginal loss to fol. 24. A well-read but
attractive copy in unrestored contemporary Florentine calf, a few small wormholes,
traces of ties, one loose, double endbands. Small holes to final leaf, printer name
erased. Triple-ruled panel design, outer border with blind-tooled fleurons to corners,
rosettes and small round tools, central panel divided diagonally into compartments,
each with blind-tooled rosettes and mudejar knotwork, double rule to inner edges.
Spine in three compartments decorated with horizontal rules, raised bands.
Extensive early annotation, bookplate of Carlo Chiassa to fep, faded circular stamp

to t-p, contemporary autograph ‘Nicolai Zanj’ and small inscriptions to t-p. In
folding box.
The remarkably unrestored binding was probably made in Florence, where small blind- tooled
round tools were often used alongside mudejar decoration (e.g., de Marinis I, 1006). Through
its allusive Greek-style appearance, with double endbands and knotwork, it sought, like luxury
‘alla greca’ bindings in the libraries of wealthy humanists, to create a material connection with
the greatness of classical antiquity.
Well-read and apparently unrecorded second edition of the first Greek-Latin text of Isocrates’s
‘Orationes tres’. One of the greatest Greek rhetoricians, Isocrates (436-338BC) worked as a
writer of judicial speeches and established a successful, prestigious and expensive school of rhetoric
in Athens. He saw expression and rhythm as fundamental stylistic principles, rhetoricians as
professionals with wide-ranging knowledge, and rhetoric as a discipline concerned not solely with
theoretical speculation and political debates but also practical questions, including judicial and
civil matters. The stylistic quality and thematic breadth of his orations—only 21 of which were
available in the mid-C16—made them ideal texts for classical studies. First printed in 1549,
this collected edition featured three orations. The first, ‘To Demonicus’, advises youth on how
to cultivate the best and most virtuous aspirations and bear a fair yet disenchanted demeanour
towards the world. The second, ‘To Nicocles King of Cyprus’, is a defence of monarchy as a
form of government which exalts the best and expects rulers to treat the state as something which
concerns them personally and not, like democracy, as something which concerns others. The third,
‘To Nicocles’, is a ‘mirror for princes’ advising the king on how to rule wisely, creating, for
instance, laws that are ‘just, expedient and consistent’. The meticulous annotator, Nicola
Zani, was a student of Latin and Greek. He glossed the texts highlighting important passages
and providing Latin translations to difficult Greek words. He also noted the meaning of two
unusual words: ‘bubo’, the barn owl, and ‘inguinis’, where ‘pudenda’ are located—probably a
schoolboy.
Rare. Only Catholic University of America copy recorded in the US.
Unrecorded in standard bibliographies. N. Pickwoad, ‘How Greek is Greek:
Western European Imitations of Greek- Style Bindings’, in To biblio sto Byzantio:
Byzantine kai metabyzantine bibliodesia Biblioamphiastes (Athens, 2008), 177-200.
L2739

JESUITS AND THE ORIENT
16) [JESUITS]. Epistolae Indicae et Japanicae...
Louvain, apud Rutgerus Velpius, 1570.

£2,950

FIRST EDITION thus. 8vo. pp. (xxiv) 316 (xx). Roman letter, little Italic.
Typographical border to t-p, woodcut printer’s device to verso of last leaf, decorated
initials. Water stain to lower outer corner of first few ll. and slightly to outer margin
and gutter of last four, old crayon mark to margin of t-p and first leaf, slight toning.
A good copy in modern vellum, library stamp of Jesuit College of Tournai to recto
and Jesuit College of Louvain to verso of t-p, occasional slightly later Latin
annotation.
Good copy of this scarce first collected edition of Jesuits travel in India, Persia and the Moluccas,
with mentions of Japan. Although Sabin (36082, following ‘Bibliotheca Grenvilliana’) calls it
the third edition, it is rather—as appears in Cordier’s ‘Bibliotheca japonica’—a collection of
material from the ‘Epistolae indicae’ and the ‘Epistolae japanicae’ (Petrus Mascarena’s letters)
first printed by Velpius with slightly differing titles in 1566 (the former) and 1569 (both). It
gathers letters written in the 1540s and 50s by eminent Jesuits including Francis Xavier,
Gasparus Belga, Henricus Henriquez, Antonius Quadrus, Emanuel Texeira and Petrus
Mascarena. Concerned with ethnography, travel, theology and linguistics, these accounts
celebrated efforts to defy ‘idolatry’ undertaken through the rigorous Jesuit missionary spirit. The
transmission of the Catholic creed through education and argument was a fundamental tenet.
Francis Xavier explained that in Goa the children who heard him preach ‘would then instruct
their parents and servants’ and they would be more easily encouraged to turn away from their
traditional cults, including the veneration of cows. Among the questions posed to the missionaries
by Indian locals was ‘whether God be white or black, according to colour differences perceived by
human beings’. The Jesuits’ attention to the pitfalls of translation were omnipresent; for instance,
Henricus Henriquez prepared a grammar of the Malabar language to argue with local ‘doctores’
on religious matters. ‘Epistolae’ also told of travels in Arabia and Persia, like the visit of
Gasparus Belga to the Portuguese possession of Hormuz Island, a place with no grass or birds,
where the soil is red and rocks encrusted with salt due to little precipitation. A new colonial,
Counter-Reformation martyrology was also being honed as in the episode, narrated by Antonio
Quadro, of the 30 Indian adolescents kidnapped by the Turks and forced in vain to abandon
Christianity in favour of Islam. A scarce, densely packed work on Oriental travel and
ethnography seen through the lens of the Counter-Reformation.
Only Illinois copy recorded in the US. Cordier, Bib. Jap., 52; Sabin 36082; USTC
401453; BM STC Dutch, p. 104; JFB J87.

L3039b

17) [JESUITS]. Epistolae japanicae...
Louvain, apud Rutgerus Velpius, 1570.

£2,950

8vo. pp. 401 (xxv). Roman letter, with Italic. Typographical border to t-p, woodcut
vignette to verso of last leaf, decorated initials. Occasional slight browning, a little
mostly marginal waterstaining, principally to first and last few ll., minor soiling at
gutter of first two gatherings and to couple of other ll., clean tear (repaired) with no
loss to one leaf of Index touching text. A good copy in modern vellum, new eps.
Good copy of the second edition of one of the earliest accounts of early modern Japan, with
mentions of China and the Moluccas. It is a collection of letters sent by eminent Jesuit
missionaries, including Francis Xavier, Antonius Quadrus and Petrus Mascarena, in the 1540s
and 50s. They were selected from those included in the two-volume 8vo first edition of the
‘Epistolae japanicae’ published by Velpius in 1569. Concerned with ethnography, travel,
theology and linguistics, these accounts celebrated efforts to combat ‘idolatry’ undertaken through
the rigorous Jesuit missionary spirit. It begins with an introduction to Japan—‘discovered by the
Portuguese in 1543’—encompassing its geography, religion (e.g., they believe in heaven,
purgatory and hell, and have traditions of strict hermitism) and customs (e.g., mothers will kill
some of their children when they have too many and cannot feed them). Francis Xavier called
the Japanese ‘curious and ingenious’ as well as ‘belligerent’; he also described and criticised at
length the beliefs and customs of the Bonzi, Buddhist monks who opposed the Jesuits’ swift
expansion and conversion of native inhabitants in the early days of their missionary activity.
The adventurous travel narratives of Melchior Nunez provide a variation to the religiousethnographic content, especially his passage through Singapore and Canton, before returning to
the difficulty in the conversion, as a brief parenthesis, of the Chinese. The laborious missionary
work and the way in which the Jesuits’ agenda penetrated the early modern Japanese world
remain the focus of the work. Gaspar Vilella told of a maxi-conversion of 1300 Japanese within
two months, with the apparition of crosses in the sky and the use of crucifixes to upset the
Buddhist Bonzi. Balthazar Gagi devoted a long account to the idols of the Japanese (e.g.,
Guanon) which he called ‘daemones’. A ground-breaking, thorough account of the life, customs
and politics of C16 Japan and a Counter-Reformation celebration of the enterprising expansion
of the Catholic faith.
Harvard, Cornell and JFB copies recorded in the US. Cordier, Bib. Japonica, 53;
Sabin 35780 (1569 ed.); USTC 452579; BM STC Dutch (1569 ed.), p. 107
L3039a

IMPROBABLE COMBINATION
18) LLWYD, Humphrey. KROMER, Marcin... 1) Commentarioli Britannicae
descriptionis fragmentum. 2) Polonia siue De situ, populis, moribus, magistratibus, &
republica regn/i Polonici libri duo.
Cologne, Agrippinae : apud Ioannem Birckmannum, apud Maternum Cholinum,
1572, 1578.
£2,500
FIRST EDITIONS. Two works in one. 8vo. 1) ff. [viii], 79 [i.e. 78].[A-L8] last two
leaves blank. 2) pp. [viii], 234 [i. e. 232]. 3 *4, A-O8, P4. Roman letter, some Italic.
Small woodcut printer’s device on first t-p, floriated initial in the second. Light age
yellowing some minor light browning and spotting in first volume, light water-stain
at the end of second volume, second vol cut a little close in outer margin on a couple
of leaves just touching a few sidenotes. Good copies in mid C17th speckled English
calf, covers bordered with a double blind ruled, blind hatched tool to corners, spine
with raised bands, red morocco label gilt lettered.
Rare first edition of Llwyd’s geographical and historical description of Ancient Britain prefixed
by his farewell letter to the cartographer Abraham Ortelius dated from Denbigh 30 August 1568,
ending with a short Welsh vocabulary. An English translation by Thomas Twyne, ‘The
Breuiary of Britayne,’ was published in the following year. “in August 1568, the Welsh scholar
Humphrey Lloyd of Demby lay dying. Writing for the last time to his friend Abraham Ortelius
in Antwerp, he reported that ‘a very perilous fever hath so torn this body of mine these ten
continual days that I [have been] brought to despair of my life.’ Along with the letter Llwyd
enclosed a pair of maps, one of Wales and one of England and Wales, destined for inclusion in
Ortelius’s atlas. Llwyd further enclosed ‘certain fragments written with mine own hand which ...
(if God had spared me life) you should have received in better order,... These ‘fragments’ belonged
to an unfinished topographical description of Britain, more than half of which was devoted to the
history and description of Wales...
Humphrey Llwyd was among the most gifted and provocative scholars of his generation. As MP
for Denbigh he was instrumental in the passage of legislation for the translation of the Bible and
Book of Common Prayer into the Welsh language. ... Llwyd’s work left a lasting mark on the
literatures of both England and Wales. It is unlikely that Camden’s great work would have
taken quite the same form – or even borne the same title – without the prior example and
influence of the Breviary” Philip Schwyzer ‘The breviary of Britain’. Introduction. “[Llwyd]
wrote the Commentarioli Britannicae descriptionis fragmentum, a short historical and
geographical description of Britain. .. It was the first attempt to compile a chorographia of Britain
as a whole. Central themes of Llwyd’s work are his defence of Geoffrey of Monmouth
(particularly countering the attacks of Polydore Vergil), and his belief in the integrity of the early
British church.” DNB. Llwyd’s important work is bound here with the first edition of another

most interesting geographical work by Marcin Kromer on Poland. “Polish diplomat, bishop of
of Warmia, historian, and polemicist on behalf of the counter Reformation. Was born in Biecz
and served as secretary to Archbishop Piotr Gamrat ... When working in the Royal Chancellery
he ordered and listed the most important royal archives in Cracow. .. Kromer was active in
political and diplomatic life (numerous legations) He was one of the most important figures in
the Polish Counter Reformation .. . His major work, intended for foreign readership is his
history of Poland from legendary times to 1506 De Origine et rebus gestis Polonorum.... In
addition to De origine, he contributed a geographical and political description of Poland: Polonia
(1577).” D.R. Woolf ‘A Global Encyclopedia of Historical Writing.’ The work is full of
interesting details on the politics of early Poland: “
Shaaber, L335. Libri Walliae no. 3313. 2) BM STC Ger. C16th. p.478

L2914

19) LUCANGELI, Niccolò. Successi del viaggio d’Henrico III Christianissmo re di
Francia, e di Polonia...
Venice, appresso Gabriele Giolito de’ Ferrari, 1574.

£2,500

FIRST EDITION. 4to. pp. 64. Italic letter, with Roman. Printer’s device and
decorated headpiece to t-p, fine full- page woodcut of Cardinal Ferdinando de’
Medici to t-p verso, decorated initials, head- and tailpieces. Light age yellowing to
first few gatherings, t-p with tiny ink spots towards head, slight marginal foxing. A
good, well-margined copy in patterned boards c1800.
Scarce first edition of this fascinating pamphlet describing the journey of Henry III of France from
Cracow to Turin, and the celebrations prepared for his progress. Henry of Valois (1551-89),
king of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth 1573-75, was elected after the late Sigismund
II Vasa in exchange for concessions to the Polish nobility. Soon after the death of his brother
Charles IX, and to the chagrin of the Polish Senate, Henry returned to France becoming king
in 1574—the last French ruler of the House of Valois.
Dedicated to Cardinal Ferdinando, fifth son of Cosimo I de’ Medici, the pamphlet begins with
Henry’s departure from Poland at night time and focuses on the numerous entertainments
organized for his stay in Venice. Lucangeli superbly portrays the protracted Venetian celebrations,
with cannons echoing through the city at Henry’s passage on the Bucintoro decorated with fine
gold.He also describes the architectural pageants erected throughout the city, with Latin mottos,
political emblems like a dragon treading over human heads, ancient deities and heroes. Regattas
organised in his honour through the canals were followed by lavish banquets adorned with sugar
statues representing classical and biblical figures. Like other similar contemporary pamphlets
faithfully reporting celebrations for royal progresses, ‘Successi’ fed the appetite of the Renaissance
elites for wondrous entertainments, intricate political emblems and the ‘mirabilia’ of luxury.

Yale, UPenn, Getty and Harvard in the US. BM STC It., p. 394; Annali di Giolito
II, 340-41: ‘assai raro e di qualche valore’; Watanabe-O’Kelly and Simon, Festivals
and Ceremonies, p. 233. Not in Brunet.
L2809

PHILOSOPHY AND NATURAL SCIENCE
20) MAFFEI, Giovanni Camillo. Scala naturale, overo Fantasia dolcissima ... intorno
alle cose occulte, e desiderate nella filosofia..
Venice, per Giovanni Varisco and Paganino Paganini, 1564.

£1,650

FIRST EDITION. 8vo. ff. 140. Italic letter, little Roman. Woodcut printer’s device
to recto and woodcut author’s portrait to verso of t-p, half-page woodcut of celestial
spheres with two conversing scholars, decorated initials. Minor paper flaw to lower
blank margin of one fol., the odd ink spot, occasional light marginal waterstaining.
A very good copy in old vellum, recased.
Attractive copy of this intriguing work on philosophy and natural science—an epitome of the
all-embracing aspirations of humanist thought. Giovanni Camillo Maffei (fl.1562-73) was a
philosopher, physician, natural scientist and musician, and a member of the most important
Neapolitan intellectual circles. In addition to fundamental works on the art of singing, touching
on the physiology of the human voice, Maffei wrote philosophical letters and the idiosyncratic
‘Scala naturale’. Engaging and well-written, ‘Scala naturale’ discusses the cosmos and its
inhabitants, their nature, physiology, soul and customs as determined by the world around them.
Purporting the existence of 14 instead of the Aristotelian 8 spheres, Maffei discusses the nature
of each considering how it is affected by the interaction of the four humours. For instance, in the
first sphere, this can cause earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, and affect the nature and colour
of stones, metals, plants, animals and human beings. He showcases his medical knowledge in
lengthy disquisitions on the ‘evolution’ of organs and limbs to the optimal shape for their function
and the causes of physical differences between humans, e. g., unlike in animals, the colour of
human skin is not determined by the nature thereof but by the vapours in the environment in
which it developed. The work also touches on comets, the origins of rivers and seas, celestial
phenomena, solar circles, the zodiac, judicial astrology and its connection to predictions.
Riccardi I/1, 61; BM STC It., p. 402; Cantamessa I, 583; Houzeau & Lancaster
2617.
L2721

ON EARTHQUAKES
21) MAGGIO, Lucio. Del terremoto.
Bologna, per Alessandro Benacci, 1571.

£2,750

FIRST EDITION. 4to. ff. (iv) 56. Roman letter. T-p with fine woodcut of crown,
decorated initials and headpieces. Lower outer corner of first few ll. very slightly
thumbed, an excellent, well-margined copy, crisp and clean, in contemporary limp
vellum, yapp edges, lower part of spine repaired. In folding box.
Fine copy of the first edition of Lucio Maggio’s major work on seismology. Written in the
aftermath of the earthquake that hit Ferrara in 1570, this is one of three pamphlets printed in
Bologna in 1571 discussing this devastating event, which caused the last stretch of the nearby
river Po to shift to a different site. The Bolognese Maggio (d. 1589?) was part of the circle of the
Duke of Urbino, on whose behalf he visited Ferrara to report on the disaster. He presented his
work in the form of a dialogue between three learned gentlemen leaving the ruins of Ferrara by
sea, after witnessing the earthquake. With the help of ancient authorities like Aristotle,
Anaximenes, Pliny and Democritus, their debate touches on all aspects of early modern
seismology, blending scientific observations with traditional beliefs: e.g., are earthquakes caused
by the four elements? What are their warning signs and types? Why do subterranean fires and
odd natural phenomena precede and plagues follow earthquakes?How do earthquakes affect the
sea?
‘Del
terremoto’
suggested
that
earthquakes
were
caused
by underground exhalations escaping under the reaction of the heat of the sun and the earth. The
final section is devoted to collateral seismic effects, including tsunamis (‘the sea rises and swells
and floods whole provinces’), the formation of new mountains, higher mortality and plagues
generated by the poisonous exhalations long trapped underground. The well- documented Ferrara
earthquake generated widespread debate in Europe, leading to the development of the earliest
examples of quake-proof architecture. Maggio’s work was translated into French in 1575 and
remained influential in seismological studies throughout the C17.
USTC 839587; BM STC It., p. 403. Not in Brunet, Graesse, Honeyman or
Riccardi.
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A FLEMISH MONK’S BOOK
22) MANUTIUS, Paulus. Epistolae, et praefationes quae dicuntur...
Venice, in Academia Veneta, 1558.

£1,950

FIRST EDITION. 8vo. ff. (viii) 148. Italic letter, little Roman. Finely engraved

vignette to t-p. T-p and verso of last leaf slightly dusty, minor marginal spotting to
first gathering and occasional browning. A very good copy in contemporary polished
calf, traces of ties, single gilt ruled, gilt oval centrepiece with gilt interlacing ribbons
and fleurons, spine in five compartments, each double blind ruled with large gilt
fleuron, raised bands, all edges blue, rebacked, spine remounted, minor repair at
corners. C19 label of P.P.C. Lammens and acquisition note (?) to front pastedown,
‘In classe Grammatices Premium Pietatis Antonio vande Eynde Lyrano’ dated 1639
and C17 autograph of Friar Anthonius van den Eynde to fep.
The inscription on the fep indicates this was a prize book for a course on Latin grammar taught
in 1639; in these classes, texts like Cicero’s ‘Epistolae’ and Virgil’s ‘Bucolicae’ were usually
read. It was a ‘premium pietatis’ awarded to students who had been especially devout and
studious of catechism—in this case Anthonius vanden Eynde from Lier (Lyre) in Flanders.
This same Anthonius probably wrote, later in life perhaps as a monk (‘frater’), his own exlibris. Although we have not been able to confirm, he was likely related to the vanden Eyndes
(also called ‘à Fine’) of Lier, several members of which had joined the Carthusian monastery of
Saint Catherine in the same city. Anthonius vanden Eynde (d. 1613) was prior of the
Charterhouse in 1571-96. In his ‘Motives and reasons for dissevering from the Church of Rome’
(1621, p. 12), the monk-turned-Protestant Christopher Musgrave wrote that ‘Father Anthony
à Fine, who had been twenty years Prior of the Carthusian Monastery of Lyre, and died Vicar
of the same House, did tell me the Womans Name (to wit, Petronilla,) which had that Child
by the Prior of Martins Busse [a Flemish Carthusian monastery]’. Anthonius’s namesake
nephew (c.1605-46) was a monk whilst Johannes vanden Eynde was a ‘clericus-redditus’ in
the same monastery (see Delvaux, ‘Biografische nota’s over de religieuzen van de kartuize SintCatharina te Antwerpen en Lier’).
Very good copy of the first edition of this epistolary collection composed by Paulus Manutius.
The most renowned descendant of Aldus, Paulus (1512-74) was a printer, first in Venice and
then in Rome under papal patronage, and an admired humanist who produced major editions of
Cicero’s works as well as treatises on Roman antiquities and fine instances of Neo-Latin
literature of his own composition. ‘Epistolae’ is an exquisite example of the Renaissance
epistolary genre, inspired mainly by Cicero. Manutius’s epistles, addressed to major cultural,
religious and political figures of his time, touch on a variety of themes, from classical wisdom to
rhetorical jeux d’esprit and Christian piety, which made them a suitable prize book for young
Catholic humanists. The epistles appear to mimic the personality of the addressee. For instance,
that to the humanist Annibal Caro, renowned for his classy humour, begins with a ‘Damned
be the inhabitants of Forlì [where Caro was living at the time], who keep you away from me’.
All addressees, whether political or religious like Francesco Gonzaga or Cardinal Ranuzio
Farnese, are exalted for their ability to blend Christian and humanist virtue and scholarly
knowledge. The ‘Epistolae’ also shed light onto Manutius’s everyday life in Venice; for instance,
in his letter to the Cardinal Ippolito II d’Este, he mentions the consequences of the plague on his
printing activity and in that to Annibal Caro his intense work on the edition of Cicero. The
work was printed with the financial assistance of the Accademia Veneta, which partly funded

Manutius’s enterprises from 1556 to c.1560.
P.P.C. Lammens (1762-1836) was a bibliophile and the first librarian of the University of
Ghent after 1817.
Renouard 317:9; BM STC It., p. 413; Brunet III, 1383.
L3038

23) MANUZIO, Paolo. Epistolarum Pauli Manutii Libri 10. Duobus nuper additis
eiusdem quae Praefationes appellantur.
Venice, in Aedib. Manutianis, 1571.

£1,950

8vo. 3 parts in one. pp. [xvi], 469, [iii]; 67, [v]; 139, [xiii]. [A-2G8, 2H4; a-d8 e4;
A-I8 K4.] Preface in Roman letter, text in Italic. Large woodcut Aldine anchor &
dolphin device with legend ‘Aldus Iunior’ on 1st and 2nd titles and at end of first
two parts, Aldine woodcut device (without ‘Aldus Iunior’) at the end of third part,
miniature woodcut portrait of Aldus Manutius the Elder, within architectural border,
on verso of first and second titles, early ownership inscription on 1st title “Michaelii
Pasini” 1628, 1632, several others crossed out, occasional marginal notes and
underlinings, notes in probably Pasini’s hand on verso of last leaf. Light age yellowing,
two quires lightly browned, some marginal spots and thumb marks, occasional
minor, mostly marginal, light waterstaning, a little short at head A good copy in
quarter speckled sheep over marbled boards c. 1700, spine with blind ruled raised
bands, small fleurons gilt at centres of compartments, tan morocco title label gilt
lettered, all edges sprinkled red, worn a head, a few small worm holes in lower
compartment.
A collection of the celebrated Latin epistles in Ciceronian style by the Venetian scholar – printer
Paolo Manuzio (1512-74), third son of Aldo the Elder (1449-1515), founder of the famous
Aldine press. The letters, dated between 1558 and 1570, were edited and printed by Paolo’s
eldest son Aldo the Younger (with his unusual ‘Aldus Junior’ device, Ahmanson-Murphy
A22a) who had succeeded to the family business in 1561, when his father left for Rome to
manage the Tipografia del Popolo Romano for Pope Pius IV. Aldo the Younger was a professor
of literature who wrote a treatise on Latin spelling. The 3rd part contains Paolo Manuzio’s
dedicatory prefaces to his redactions of the classics. Indexes at the end of the volume list the names
of the 124 recipients of the letters, and the names of the 28 dedicatees of the prefaces. The circular
woodcut portrait of his father, Aldus Manutius the Elder is surrounded with the legend : Aldus
Pius Manutius R.; the architectural border comprises the Aldine arms and motto ‘Insigne
Manutianum’.

Complete as called for in the final register. Some copies however are found with the 27 pages of
book XI, which were printed as a supplement to this edition and which are found bound in some
copies, (see a long explanatory note in Renouard). This eleventh part was then printed as an
integral part of the 1573 edition.
Renouard 212-213, no 7. USTC 840490. Adams. M 489.
L2913

OXFORD BINDING AND PROVENANCE
24) MELANCHTHON, Philipp. CAMERARIUS, Joachim.
Grammatica... Accessit tractatus de Orthographia recens...
Wittenberg, n.pb., 1569.

£2,250

8vo. pp. [xxiv] 517 [iii] [last blank]. Italic letter, some Roman and Greek. Woodcut
printer’s device on title, historiated woodcut initials, “Nec primus nec ultimus. Sum
ex libris Mich: Oldisworthi. Magdalensis. ii 8” in a slightly later hand on f.e.p. Light
age yellowing. A very good copy, crisp and clean, in contemporary English dark calf,
covers bordered with a triple blind rule, large oval with strap-work and scroll work
blindstamped to centres, spine with raised bands blind ruled in compartments, blind
hatched at head and tail, small repairs to head and tail, a.e.r.
Extremely rare edition of this popular and most influential Latin grammar initially written by
Melanchthon and enlarged by his student Camerarius, in a contemporary English, probably
Oxford binding. The work belonged to the English parliamentarian Michael Oldisworth whilst
he was at Magdalen College, where he graduated in 1614. It was published at Wittenberg
throughout the C16th, however this 1569 edition seems particularly rare. It is not recorded in
USTC and OCLC records three copies only.
“Melanchthon implemented the curriculum through his numerous text-books. The Greek
grammar which he published at the age of twenty-one, for example, was used in the schools of
Germany for one hundred years. His Latin grammar went through more than fifty editions and
was used in all the schools of Saxony until the beginning of the 18th century. Melanchthon
wrote other text for theology, rhetoric, logic, ethics, history, physics, and psychology. ..
Originally Melanchthon wrote his Latin grammar for a boy named a Erasmus Ebner of
Nuremberg, and it was published in 1525, against Melanchthon’s will. .Two of Phillip’s noted
disciples – Joachim Camerarius and Michael Neander – revised this basic text. Neander
shortened it to 130 pages, and Camerarius enlarged it to 507. Melanchthon had said that he
did not want to discourage students with too much grammar, and on the other hand he wanted
to be thorough. When Camerarius asked for permission to have the bookseller Papst in Leipzig

bring out a larger edition, Melanchthon approved in advance whatever changes Camerarius
might make. When Schenk, a latin teacher at Leipzig, saw this enlarged edition, he exclaimed
that the little book had at last been brought to perfection.” Clyde Leonard Manschreck
‘Melanchthon, the Quiet Reformer.’
“Oldisworth (1591-1664) was educated at Oxford, becoming a fellow of Magdalen College
and receiving a master’s degree in 1614. He is not known to have enrolled at an inn of court,
but by 1617, when he married Susan Poyntz, the daughter of a prominent Gray’s Inn lawyer,
he was living in St. Martin-in-the-Fields, Westminster, presumably at his father’s house in St.
Martin’s Lane. As a younger son Oldisworth could not expect a substantial patrimony, but his
wife was joint heiress to a moderate landed estate in Essex, and this property must have provided
a welcome boost to his income. Oldisworth’s father developed serious financial problems in the
late 1610s, and emigrated in 1620 to Virginia, where he died soon afterwards leaving debts of
more than £6,000. Oldisworth entered the service of the lord chamberlain, the 3rd earl of
Pembroke, by December 1621, when he was entrusted by the latter with the task of organizing
a Christmas masque at Court. The two men had possibly become acquainted through the
Mineral and Battery Company, of which Pembroke was a governor, though Oldisworth’s father
had enjoyed connections with the earl’s circle for several decades. By 1624 Oldisworth was the
earl’s secretary, and during the remainder of this decade he became the principal intermediary
between his master and supplicants for household offices and miscellaneous favours. Oldisworth’s
election for Old Sarum to four successive parliaments in the 1620s was arranged by Pembroke,
who controlled the borough jointly with William Cecil*, 2nd earl of Salisbury.” Henry
Lancaster. ‘The History of Parliament.’
BM STC Ger. C16th. Adams. M1153.
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25) MURET, Marc-Antoine. Orationes XXIII (with) Eiusdem interpretatio quincti
libri Ethicorum Aristotelis ad Nicomachum (and) Hymnorvm sacrorvm liber...
Venice, Aldus, 1575.

£1,500

FIRST EDITIONS. 8vo. Three works in one, pp. (xvi) 320 (vi) 37 (i) (ii) 57 (i),
second with half, third with separate t-p. Italic letter, with Roman, little Greek. First
and third t-ps with Paulus Manutius’s woodcut portrait to recto and arms of
Emperor Maximilian II with Aldine device to verso; woodcut portrait of Muret
within oval cartouche, grotesque headpieces, decorated initials and tailpieces. A few
ll. lightly browned, upper margins a bit trimmed, occasional slight marginal foxing,
tiny worm trail to inner gutter of a few gatherings. A good copy in contemporary
vellum, spine in four compartments, raised bands, lettering in two hands, shelfmark
at foot. ‘12-5’ (price?) on front pastedown, illegible later annotation to first t-p, ‘K.2.

II app. Le (?) 762’ (bibliographic reference?), ‘Calle(?)’ in red crayon, ‘170’ and
‘19/46’ ms. to rear eps.
Good, original copies of the first editions of Marc-Antoine Muret’s much-commended rhetorical,
philosophical and poetic works. Muret (or Muretus, 1526-85) was a French humanist and
talented Latin author skilled—like his classical model, Cicero—in all genres. Among his
admirers were Henry II and Ronsard. After years of wondering to escape persecution for his
alleged homosexuality, he spent the rest of his life in Rome under the auspices of Cardinal
Ippolito d’Este. This was the first florilegium of his complete works. His 23 orations, which bear
the date of their first delivery, deal with rhetoric (e.g., a defence of ‘humanae litterae’, the
conjunction of ‘eloquentia’ and philosophy); commentaries on Aristotle’s ‘Nichomachaean
Ethics’, Cicero’s ‘Tusculanae disputationes’ and Justinian’s ‘Pandectas’; apologies for
European princes and funeral elegies for Charles IX of France and Pope Pius V. The second
part is devoted to a commentary of Book V of Aristotle’s ‘Nichomachaean Ethics’, a
foundational text for medieval legal, theological and moral debates. Following Aristotle, Muret
reflects on justice, how it relates to virtue, what virtue signifies for individuals, communities and
lawmakers, and when justice should be considered virtuous. The ‘Hymns’ are outstanding
instances of Neo-Latin verse devoted to sundry topics including liturgical days (e.g., Saint
Barbara’s day, Christmas and Epiphany), of which they summarise the devotional essence, odes
to friends, scholars, politicians, and the celebration of great minds like a poem on Raphael’s tomb.
Muret also admitted that two poems he had officially attributed to the Roman playwrights
Trabea and Accius were in fact his own work. ‘Hymnorvm...liber’ was originally intended as
the third part of the florilegium; although here it bears a separate imprint, there is no USTC
number for this 1575 first edition, and it is missing from some recorded copies.
USTC 843780; Rénouard 219:11; Brunet III, 1952; BM STC It., p. 457. Not in
Gamba.
L2832b

26) OLYMPIODORUS, JOHANNES PHILOPONUS. In meteora Aristotelis
commentarii... Scholia in I. Meteorum Aristotelis...
Venice, apud haer. Aldo I Manuzio expensis Federico Torresano, 1551.

£1,950

FIRST EDITION. Folio. Two works in one, ff. (iv) 139 (i). Roman letter, little
Greek. Printer’s device to t-p and last, 18 woodcut geometrical schemas, decorated
initials. Marginal staining to some ll. where an attempt has been made to wash cut
early marginalia, affecting text in places. Very good, well-margined copy in half
purple roan over pink pasteboards, c.1800, usual rubbing. Casemark to fly,
ecclesiastical library stamps (C18-C19) to lower margin of t-p (‘Bibl[ioteca] S[an]
Silve[stro]’ and one illegible), early marginalia in places generally legible, the odd

pencil annotation.
Very good, well-margined copy of the first Latin translations of Olympiodorus’s commentary
and Johannes Philoponus’s ‘Scholia’ to Aristotle’s ‘Meteorologica’. Translated by Giovanni
Battista Camozzi and dedicated to Pope Julius III, this composite work was sometimes bound
with the Greek ‘editio princeps’ of the same year. Sixteenth-century editions and translations of
Greek commentaries sought to recover ancient interpretations of Aristotelian natural philosophy
and thus divest it of the Averroistic and Scholastic readings of the medieval period. Olympiodorus
the Younger (c.495-570) was a philosopher and astrologer at the School of Alexandria, and the
author of numerous commentaries to Plato and Aristotle based on his lectures. Written after 565,
‘In meteora Aristotelis commentarii’ is the only ancient commentary on ‘Meteorologica’ which
has survived in its entirety. Based on theories already expounded in ‘De caelo’, ‘De physica’
and ‘De generatione et corruptione’, ‘In meteora’ generally agreed with Aristotle on the
interaction of the four constitutive elements of terrestrial matter (fire, water, air and earth) plus a
celestial fifth, and their influence on geological, hydrological, physical and natural phenomena
including the movements of rivers and the sea, weather, the nature of stars, tornadoes and
lightning. Johannes Philoponus (c.490-570) was a Christian philosopher, later declared a
heretic, and commentator of Aristotle. His ‘Scholia’ was ignored by traditional philosophy for its
radical rejection of many Aristotelian cosmological and physical theories. The joint publication
of these clashing commentaries provided fresh and varied views on Aristotelianism which
influenced the thought of philosophers and scientists like Giordano Bruno and Galileo Galilei.
The annotator of this copy was a scholar who added marginalia with cross-references to other
Aristotelian texts and highlighted the ‘dubitationes’ and solutions to specific questions, and
comparisons to the theories of other philosophers like Ptolemy or Theophrastus. He was also
interested in the physiology of the salamander—an animal with a long history in European
folklore, traditionally associated with the element of fire.
USTC 845366; Rénouard 151:6; BM STC It. p. 47; Brunet IV, 186.
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27) [PÉRIER, Charles]. Articles, respondus par le Roy en son Conseil privé, sur la
requeste presentée par plusieurs habitans de la ville de Bourdeaux, & Seneschaulcée de
Guyenne, sur le faict de la Religion qu’on dict réformée.
Paris, chez Charles Perier, rue S. Jean de Beauvais, au Bellerophon, 1565. £1,950
FIRST EDITION 8vo. 16 unnumbered leaves. A-D4 [last blank]. Roman letter in
various sizes. Grotesque woodcut initials and head-pieces, engraved bookplate of
Bertrand and Mabel Rambaut, Baythorne Park on front pastedown. Light age
yellowing. A very good copy in fine C19th crimson crushed morocco by MassonDebonnelle, spine with raised bands, title and date lettered direct in minuscule letter,

edges gilt ruled, inner dentelles richly gilt, combed marble end-papers, a.e.g.
First edition of this extremely rare pamphlet, the Hugenot’s petition to the King that the local
authorities in the town of Bordeaux recognise their rights, particularly in light of the Edict he
had made in an attempt to reconcile the two religions, with the Kings response to the petition
given in the text. The Edict of Saint-Germain, also known as the Edict of January, was a decree
of tolerance promulgated by the regent of France, Catherine de’ Medici, in January 1562. It
provided limited tolerance to the Protestant Huguenots in the Roman Catholic realm. Consistent
with Catherine’s manoeuvring, it attempted to steer a middle course between Protestants and
Catholics in order to strengthen royal dominion. Without threatening the privileged position of
the Catholic Church in France, the Edict recognised the existence of the Protestants and
guaranteed freedom of conscience and private worship. It forbade Huguenot worship within towns
(where conflicts flared up too easily) but permitted Protestant synods and consistories. This
pamphlet states that, despite the edict, many of those in power in Bordeaux were refusing to
cooperate and were using the troubles to illegally imprison, fine and confiscate the property of
Protestants and to cause them as much trouble as possible, despite the fact that the majority of
people in Bordeaux were ‘dict reformé’. Protestants under the edict were given the permission to
worship but only in certain towns and in Bordeaux they were given the town of St. Macaire.
“The protestants petitioned for another town in place of St. Macaire, which had been assigned
them for their religious worship – the most inconveniently situated in the entire ‘Senéchaussée’.
They desired a city in which they could go to and return from in the same day. They stated that
“la plus grande partie des plus notable familles de Bourdeaux est de la religion réformée.” This
part of their request the king referred to the judgment of the governor.” Henry Martyn Baird
‘History of the Rise of the Huguenots.’
“The edict provided for a place for preaching in each prefecture, to be selected by the king. In some
cases no place had yet been designated. In others, the most inconvenient places had been assigned.
Sometimes the Huguenots of a district would be compelled to go _twenty or twenty-five leagues_
in order to attend divine worship. .. But it was the prejudice and ill-will, of which the Huguenots
were the habitual victims at the hands of royal governors and other officers, which moved them
most deeply. The evident desire was to find some ground of accusation against them. The ears of
the judges were stopped against their appeals for justice. It was enough that they were accused.
Decrees of confiscation, of the razing of their houses, of death, were promptly given before any
examination was made into the truth of their culpability. ... The king, or his ministers, fearful
of a commotion during his absence from Paris, ... even made a pretence of desiring to secure justice
to his Protestant subjects; but the attempt really effected very little. Thus, for instance, while
sojourning in the city of Valence (on the fifth of September, 1564), Charles received a petition
of the Huguenots of Bordeaux, setting forth some of the grievances under which they were
groaning, and gave a favourable answer. He permitted them, by this patent, to sing their psalms
in their own houses. He declared them free from any obligation to furnish the “pain benit,” and
to contribute to the support of Roman Catholic fraternities. The Protestants were not to be
molested for possessing or selling copies of the Bible. They must not be compelled to deck out their
houses in honor of religious processions, nor to swear on St. Anthony’s arm. They might work

at their trades with closed doors, except on Sundays and solemn feasts. Magistrates were forbidden
to take away the children of Huguenots, in order to have them baptized according to Romish
rites. Protestants could be elected to municipal offices equally with the adherents of the other faith.”
Henry Martyn Baird ‘History of the Rise of the Huguenots.’
Charles Perier, the son in law of the bookseller printer Chrétien Wechel, was himself a printer
authorised by the University of Paris. He was imprisoned several times in Paris (November
1565, November 1567, Februrary to May 1569) for importing Calvinist works from Geneva
for distribution in there. He was persecuted during the Massacre of St. Bartholomew, during
which his son Charles was killed. He fled Paris but died shortly afterwards.
Lindsay & Neu, no. 416. USTC 2430.
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28) PEUCER, Kaspar. Les devins, ou Commentaire des principales sortes de deuinations.
Antwerp, Par Heudrik [i.e. Hendrik] Connix, [1584].

£2,500

4to. pp. [xii] 653, [xxvii]. *4, **2, a-z4, A-Z4, Aa-Zz4, Aaa-Qqq4. (Qqq4 blank).
Roman letter, some Italic. Printer’s woodcut rabbit on title, grotesque woodcut
head-pieces, floriated and grotesque woodcut initials, woodcut tail-pieces, small
woodcut table in text, C18th engraved armorial bookplate on verso of title ‘Ex
Bibliotheca Publica Collegii Divio-Godranii’. Light age yellowing, occasional very
light marginal spotting, small hole on title touching just frame of woodcut device,
minor waterstain to lower outer blank corner on a few quires, t-p fractionally dusty.
A very good, crisp copy in contemporary limp vellum, yapp edges, remains of ties, a
little soiled.
Second edition in French of Peucer’s encyclopaedic work on divination; “it seems to have been
the most influential of his numerous writings which were concerned with the varied fields of
medicine, astronomy, mathematics, natural history, and psychology”, (Thorndike VI p. 493).
On the whole the work approves of divination in natural circumstances – reading dreams, for
instance, or the stars, but agrees with the Bible in condemning certain branches of divination
related to demons and witchcraft. Peucer’s bias is unflinchingly Protestant, denying the
possibility of Miracles, and he attributed the successfulness of relics and invocations of saints to
demons rather than divinity.”
After discussing divination in general, he turns to oracles and theomancy, then to magic, which
he thus incorrectly implies is a variety of divination, whereas the opposite is true, then to
divination from entrails, to augury and aruspicina, to lot-casting under which he puts geomancy
and divining from names and numbers and to dreams and their interpretation. Next he considers
medical prognostications, meteorology and weather prediction, physiognomy and chiromancy,

astrology, and last prodigies and portents” (Thorndike VI p. 495). He is highly suspicious of
Alchemy as a purely devilish art on the one hand, but on the other entirely approving of Astrology,
which he himself put to practice and considered essential to the study of medicine.
Kasper Peucer (1525 – 1602) was a prominent physician and scholar who studied with
Melanchthon (and married his daughter) at the University of Wittenberg where he was
appointed in turn professor of philosophy, mathematics, and medicine. His pupil, John Garcaeus,
called Peucer the “most celebrated professor of mathematics in this academy”. Peucer’s religious
views were influenced by his close relationship with Melanchthon, which deviated from the local
Lutheranism in its Calvinist colourings, and when Melanchthon died in 1560 Peucer became a
prominent religious authority. Although he climbed the academic ranks quickly, and gained
appointment as physician to Augustus I, Elector of Saxony, his “Crypto-Calvinist” beliefs
were his downfall. In 1574, letters discovered by his patron that expressed a desire to convert
Augustus to Calvinism led to a twelve year imprisonment in Königstein Fortress. After his
release from prison in 1586, he became physician to the duke of Anhalf, where he remained
until his death in 1602.
Houzeau & Lancaster II 4860. Brunet IV 582 “De tous les ouvrages de ce savant
fécond, c’est celui-ci qui a eu le plus de succès.” Thorndike VI p. 493-501.
Cantamessa III 6066. Caillet 8579.
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SCARCE ARITHMETIC AND GEOMETRY
29) PEVERONE, Giovan Francesco. Arithmetica e geometria.
Lyon, Jean II de Tournes, 1581.

£2,750

4to. Two parts in one, pp. 132 (ii). Roman letter, with Italic. Woodcut medallion
with Peverone’s portrait to t-p, surrounded by typographical border with interlacing
ribbons, leafy tendrils and grotesques; half title with identical medallion to part 2;
woodcut illustrations of geometrical schemas and instruments; decorated initials,
head- and tailpieces. Light age browning, a few scattered ink spots, small ink burn
with minor loss to fol. 71 and to fore-edge of first gathering, very small oil stain to
blank outer lower corner of four ll. A good copy in early vellum, traces of ties,
partially recovered in vellum at a slightly later date. c1700 ms. Latin prayer to fep.
Scarce treatises on practical arithmetic and geometry, with important discussions of mathematical
probability and geodetic triangulation. Born in Cuneo from a noble family, Giovan Francesco
Peverone (1509-59) held numerous public offices including expert counsellor for the construction
of hydraulic structures and fortifications. For his services to the city he was awarded the medal

decorating the t-p of all editions of this work. ‘Arithmetica e geometria’ is a reprint of ‘Due breui
e facili trattati, il primo d’arithmetica: l’altro di geometria’, first published by de Tournes in
1558. Whilst it reprised the structure and content of other such manuals produced on the
Continent, it was the most influential which issued from the Piedmontese scholarly world—an
unusual and original background surfacing in many mathematical demonstrations referring to
operations with ‘fiorini di Piemonte’ or mathematical calculations of the area and physical shape
of the Cuneo territory. The first part deals with practical arithmetic, i.e., basic operations,
fractions (‘broken numbers’) and roots applied to everyday situations, such as games. Peverone
was among the first to examine the question of mathematical probability concerning the
subdivision of money during a game of cards. Had he reached the correct conclusion —one of the
‘great near misses of probability mathematics’—he would have anticipated the results of Fermat
and Pascal by over a century (Kendall, ‘Studies in the History of Probability’, 1956). The
second part is devoted to geometry and accompanied by handsome illustrations explaining how to
measure towers, ditches and aqueducts. It is important for the description of contemporary
instruments employed for measuring the land (e.g., the ‘planispherio geometrico’ of Peverone’s
own invention) and the discussion of geodetic triangulation using Cuneo and other surrounding
cities as reference points (Riccardi I/1, 266). A scarce, unusual and original fruit of Renaissance
mathematical culture in the North-Italian provinces.
Brunet IV, 583; Riccardi I/1, 265-66, and I/2, 70; Smith/de Morgan 290. Not in
BM STC Fr.

L2886

30) [PRIAPEIA.]. Diversorum veterum poetarum in Priapum lusus.
Venice, in aedibus haer. Aldo I Manuzio & haer. Andrea I Torresano, 1534 £2,950
8vo. ff. 79 (i). Italic letter, little Roman. Printer’s device to t-p and last. Marginal
foxing to a couple of ll., paper flaw to lower outer blank corner of fol. 12, verso of
last a little bit soiled. A fine, clean copy in slightly later polished calf, single gilt ruled
border, gilt acorns to corners, outer and inner edges with rolls of fronds and fleurons,
a.e.g. Rebacked, spine with large gilt fleurons, some minor repair to extremities.
Bookseller’s label and printed ex-libris to front pastedown, earlier shelfmark ‘7 B 22’
to fep.
A fine, clean copy of a famous collection of pseudo-Virgilian poems followed by ‘argumenta’ (or
short verse commentaries), first printed by Aldus in 1517. Believed in antiquity to be the work
of young Virgil and later attributed to a circle of poets from the first century AD, these
compositions included the racy ‘Priapeia’, the ‘Appendix Virgiliana’ and ‘Aetna’. The
‘Priapeia’ was a florilegium of 95 compositions dedicated to the god of fertility Priapus. It featured
bespoke verse and alleged epigraphs found on votive statues for the ‘Rigid God’, which allowed
readers to peep through the secret prayers and offers of worshippers—including young women

praying for their husband’s virility and toothless matrons ‘older than Hector’s mother’. Within
the ‘Appendix Virgiliana’ were some of the most unconventional poems of late Latinitas, like
‘Culex’—a shepherd’s dream of a gnat he had killed who tells him about the underworld —and
‘Moretum’, which narrates a poor man’s preparation of his meal. ‘Aetna’ was devoted to the
namesake Sicilian volcano, with scientific observations, vivid descriptions and anecdotal
digressions.
Rénouard 110:1; Brunet II, 772; Bernoni 310:328; Gay III, 848; BM STC It.,
p.539.
L2594

ASTROLOGY AND NUMEROLOGY
31) RAIMONDO, Annibale. Opera dell’antica, et honorata Scientia de Nomandia.
Venice, per Iouita Rapirio & compagni, 1549 [colophon: Venice, per Pietro &
£2,250
Gioan Maria fratelli de Nicolini de Sabio, 1550.].
FIRST EDITION. 8vo. pp. 210. Italic letter. Woodcut printer’s device to t-p, 7
half-page engravings of astrological schemas, decorated initials. Some light mainly
marginal dampstaining, small tear to outer margin of one fol., early repair to lower
margin of another. A good copy in C17 Italian vellum over pasteboards, gilt-lettered
morocco label to spine.
Good copy of the FIRST EDITION of this successful work on numerology. Annibale
Raimondo (1505-91) was a physician from Verona and the author of several pamphlets on
astrology, prognostics and the Gregorian calendrical reform. His ‘Opera’ addressed the only too
human wish to know future events, providing a method of interpretation integrating traditional
ones like astrology, chiromancy or necromancy. It is the ‘science’ of ‘nomandia’—an astrological
system whereby the letters of names and nouns are given numerical values which help foresee
events or discover the content or identity of ‘cose occulte’, that is, literally, unknown items or
people. Names should be written in the ‘Latin nominative’ and ‘with the true orthography and
without barbarism’, to ensure a standardized spelling for equal results, whilst calculations should
follow Raimondi’s instructions and take into account the influx of planets according to a
‘philosophical wheel’ with numbers, letters and zodiac signs engraved in the introduction. The
initial part of the work features a long list of questions its readers might want to see addressed.
These include the traditional desire to know whether future events will bring good or bad fortune,
one’s offspring will be male or female or the coming year will see famine, war or peace, but also
intriguing requests like ways of telling the content of an unopened letter, the appearance of a thief
who acted unseen, whether a prisoner will manage to escape or a physician be unable to heal
one’s illness because he is ‘ignorant’, a ‘fugitive’ or a ‘foreigner’. The rest is devoted to

combinations of numbers and zodiac signs providing specific answers to the initial question, with
excursions into physiognomics. The ‘Opera’ was added to the ‘Index Librorum Prohibitorum’
in 1559 as an ‘item de geomantia et de chiromantia’—methodologies almost completely absent
in the work and only present in the subtitle, where Raimondi is described as ‘Astrologo,
Geomante, Chiromante & Fisionomo’.
Graesse VI, 18; Houzeau & Lancaster 4846; Cantamessa III, 6502; Riccardi I, 337;
Wellcome 5318. Not in NLM.
L2853

A CATALAN PATRIOT'S COPY
32) RIBADENEYRA, Pedro de. Tratado de la religion y virtudes que deue tener el
principe christiano...
Antwerp, en la emprenta Plantiniana, 1597.

£2,750

8vo. pp. 437 (ix). Roman letter, with Italic. Society of Jesus device to t-p, small
engraved arms of Navarre pasted at end of ‘privilege’, printer’s woodcut compass
device to last. Light age browning, the odd small ink spot, a good copy in slightly
later mottled calf, arms of the marquis Josep de Margarit i de Biure gilt to covers,
edges speckled red. Rebacked, gilt spine, expertly remounted, minor repair to
corners. The odd early annotation.
The gilt arms belong to the Catalan patriot Josep de Margarit i de Biure (1602-85), member of
a baronial family from Girona. Josep fought as a general of the Catalan army siding with the
French against Spanish aggression into Catalan territory. For his support, he was appointed
governor of Catalonia by Louis XIII. In particular, he played a major part in the Catalan
‘revolta dels Segadors’ (1640-52) which concluded with the capitulation of Barcelona to Spain
after a dramatic siege. As a reward for his courage, his Aguilar estate was turned into a
marquisate by Louis XIV. Josep spent the last years of his life in exile in Perpignan where he
continued to defend Catalan identity in Roussillon, annexed to France with the Treaty of the
Pyrenees (1659). The bearing of the arms of Catalonia, Navarre and Aragon-Sicily had been
granted by King Juan II to Josep’s C15 ancestor, the bishop Juan Margarit, as a reward for his
defence of the city of Girona.
The C17 annotator of this copy interested in the long ‘letter to the Christian reader’ may have
been Josep de Margarit himself. In a section discussing the reasons why a prince might want to
continue a war through violence or political pressure, he highlighted a passage stating that ‘in
order to destroy any city or province without a war, there is nothing like presenting them as places
full of sin and vice, and to persuade [his subjects] that past injuries are never forgotten, despite

the benefits received’.
Very good, clean, well-margined copy of this intriguing anti-Machiavellian Jesuit work in
Castilian. This is the fourth edition published by the Antwerp printer Jan Moretus, who held
the royal privilege for some of the most successful liturgical works of the Counter- Reformation.
Born and raised in Toledo, Pedro de Ribadeneyra (1527-1611) was admitted to the Jesuit order
in 1540 by Ignatius of Loyola, of whom he would later write the first biography. After studying
theology and rhetoric at Leuven, Paris and Padua, he taught at Italian and German Jesuit
colleges, was sent on missions to Belgium and England by Ignatius himself and held important
posts in Italy. Dedicated to Philip II of Spain, ‘Tratado’ presented Machiavelli’s ideal Christian
prince as a misleading model contrived by an impious and godless ‘politician’—a member of ‘the
worst sect invented by Satan’ to destroy piety, virtue and godly fear. He opposed the
Machiavellian belief that history and ‘reason of state’ were shaped by fortune, not religion and
virtue, explaining how religion and ‘reason of state’ were instead inseparable, and how a true
Christian prince should defend the Catholic faith whilst piously administering government. The
second part explores the fundamental concept of dissimulation—a feigned ‘mask of virtue’ which
Machiavelli’s prince should sometimes wear. Ribadeneira condemned dissimulation as a sin
except for good reasons, e.g., maintaining secrecy for the sake of political prudence—a behaviour
equally adopted by Jesuits through ‘equivocation’, an ironically near-Machiavellian variation of
dissimulation used to escape persecution.
BM STC Dutch, p. 176; Adams II, 462; Peeters-Fontainas II, 1123; Palau y Dulcet
XVI, 435(1595 ed.). Not in Brunet. M. Prades Vilar, ‘La teoría de la simulación de
Pedro de Ribadeneyra y el “maquiavelismo de los antimaquiavélicos”’, Ingenium 5
(2011), 133-65.
L2289

SCARCE WITCHCRAFT
33) SPINA, Bartholomeo, della. Novus malleus maleficarum sub Quaestiones de
Strigibus seu M.
Cologne, M. Colinum, 1581.

£1,500

8vo. pp. (xvi) 398, lacking final blank as usual. Roman letter, little Italic. Woodcut
vignette to t-p, decorated initials, head- and tailpieces. Light browning, t-p dustsoiled, marginal fraying and softening to first and last gathering and few other ll.,
light marginal waterstaining, tiny worm trail to upper margin of couple of gatherings.
An acceptable copy in contemporary limp vellum, yapp edges, traces of ties,
worming, joints cracked. Ex-libris of the German preacher Peter Hubern 1649 and
modern label of Hanns-Theo Schmitz-Otto to fep.

An unsophisticated copy, owned by a C17 German preacher, of the first combined edition of
this scarce collection of three important C16 treatises on witchcraft. Bartolommeo della Spina
(1475-1546) was a Dominican professor of theology at Padua, inquisitor and influential
demonologist. This collection, greatly influenced by the ‘Malleus Maleficarum’ of 1487,
gathered his most important works originally published in the 1520s. The first text opens with
a statement summarising the core issue of Spina’s argument—whether witches be physically
involved in demonic activities. In the first work, ‘Quaestio de Strigibus’, Spina’s answer was
positive as he explained, for instance, how witches did physically (‘in veritate aut in corpore’) fly
to the sabbath and not simply through an illusion (‘per phantastica visiones aut in somnis’).
The second work, ‘De preminentia sacrae theologiae super omnes alias scientias’, compares the
tenets of theology to those of other kinds of law, with a short section on why cases of witchcraft
should be dealt with according to the principles of theology, not civil or canon law. ‘Apologia’
was a defence of Spina’s demonological theories against those of his contemporary,
Giovanfrancesco Ponzinibbio, a jurist who argued instead that witch trials should be the domain
of civil law not the Church. An extremely important attempt to reconcile late medieval theology,
law and demonology in the aftermath of the Reformation. Reginald Scot was greatly influenced
by ‘Novus Malleus’ for the composition of his ‘The Discoverie of Witchcraft’ of 1584, the
fundamental work of English demonology.
Michigan and Arizona copies only recorded in the US. BM STC It., p. 637 (1576
ed.). Not in Brunet or Caillet.
L3074

NO RECORDED COPIES IN THE US
34) TAPPER, Ruard. Questio quotlibetica de effectibus quos consuetudo operat[ur] in foro
conscientiae...

Antwerp, Michael Hillenius Hoochstratanus, 1520.

£2,500

FIRST EDITION. 4to. 15 unnumbered ll., A-D 4 , lacking D 4 (final blank).
Woodcut initial. T- p a bit dusty, very rare marginal spotting. A very good copy in
modern boards, the odd early annotation.
Very good copy of this scarce theological pamphlet on the effects of ‘ecclesiastical custom’ on
Christian conscience. Ruard Tapper (or Tappart, 1487-1559) was a Catholic theologian, dean
of St Peter’s Church and chancellor of the university at Leuven; he was also an eminent,
notoriously ruthless inquisitor. Delivered as a lecture at Leuven in 1520, ‘Questio’ focuses on
the concept of ‘consuetudo’—which may mean ‘action carried out frequently’, ‘law drawn from
customary actions’ and, to canon law experts addressed in this work, an ‘ecclesiastical custom’
which is binding to the individual and the community. ‘Questio’ examines the tensions between
ecclesiastical and natural (i.e., traditional, non-ecclesiastical) customs, and how even socially-

radicated ecclesiastical customs may go against regulations determined by canonical authority in
the course of the centuries. In particular, it focuses on the effects of these tensions on the conscience
of individuals who may defy ecclesiastical custom in private—e.g., perceiving one’s marriage as
null despite its validity—whilst respecting it in public.
No copies recorded in the US. USTC 437145; Nijhoff &amp; Kronenberg 3917.
Not in BM STC Dutch., Brunet or Graesse.
L1611

35) TARSIA, Giovanni Maria. Trattato della natura de gl’angeli.
Florence, Bartolomeo I Sermartelli, 1576.

£1,650

FIRST EDITION. 8vo. pp. (xxiv) 221 (iii). Roman letter, little Italic. Woodcut
printer’s device to t-p, decorated initials, head- and tailpieces. T-p and first
somewhat dust-soiled, lower blank margin of former repaired, marginal ink (wine?)
stain to a few ll., tiny worm trail to outer margins of a few gatherings, the odd
marginal mark. A good copy in slightly later vellum over boards, gilt lettered label to
spine, early purchase record to front pastedown, ex-libris Rebano Cughi (?) and
Matthaeus Theobaldus, Vicenza 1809 and ms. shelfmark to t-p.
Good copy of an influential Renaissance treatises on ‘angelology’. Giovanni Maria Tarsia (fl.
1564-1607) was a Florentine priest and man of letters of whom little is known. His ‘Trattato’
contributed to Counter-Reformation debates on the nature and function of angels as spiritual
beings, messengers and guardians. A wide-ranging study, ‘Trattato’ uses religious authorities to
present a thorough examination of the theology of angels. It discusses the degree to which angels
can be physiologically assimilated to humans—do they speak or eat?—their creation, intellect,
heavenly hierarchies and communication with God, their function as ‘assistants’ or ‘envoys’,
and their similarity to demons who were originally fallen angels. Whilst Protestants did not deny
the existence and guarding function of angels—with Calvinists being a little less accommodating
than Lutherans—nevertheless, they did not believe in their worship nor did they consider their
nature a theological issue in need of extensive study—a view which ‘Trattato’ opposed
masterfully.
Only Folger, Illinois and UCLA copies recorded in the US. BM STC It., p. 658;
Graesse VII, 29. Not in Brunet or Adams.
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ALDINE POETRY
36) TASSO, Torquato. Rinaldo Innamorato...
Venice, presso Aldo, 1583.

£1,250

12mo. pp. 276 (xxxvi). Italic letter, little Roman. Woodcut Aldine device to t-p, 11
half-page woodcuts of scenes from the poem, decorated initials, head- and tailpieces.
Light, mainly marginal waterstaining, t-p a little soiled and backed, minor marginal
repair to couple of ll., one touching a letter at p. 132. A good copy in c1900 carta
rustica, lower joint cracked, early autograph of Francesco Machi (?) and initials T.
(or F.) M. to t-p.
Aldine edition of ‘Rinaldo innamorato’, the first composition of Torquato Tasso to reach the
press. One of the masters of Renaissance Italian poetry, Tasso (1544-95) was educated with
Francesco Maria della Rovere, son of the Duke of Urbino, before moving to Venice and, as a
law student, to Padua, where he was celebrated as a brilliant literary wit. Originally published
in Venice in 1562, ‘Rinaldo innamorato’ is a 12-canto epic poem cleverly blending the Virgilian
tradition and the theme of love. This Aldine edition, of greater quality and edited by Lelio
Gavardo, was included in the multivolume collection of Tasso’s ‘Rime’, published that year
(Renouard 233:7). Each with its own t-p and collation could also be purchased separately. This
pocket edition sought to capitalise on the success of Tasso’s works, made even more pleasant by
the delightful woodcuts clearly reprising Ariosto’s illustrated editions. Indeed, the poem was
intended as a prequel to ‘Orlando furioso’ and ‘Orlando innamorato’, telling the deeds which
another paladin, Rinaldo, Orlando’s cousin, carried out for his beloved Clerice. The first line—
‘I sing the happy worries, and first ardours’—introduces the poem’s adolescent hero whilst
playing on the famous incipits of the ‘Aeneid’, celebrating ‘the arms and the men’, and of
‘Orlando furioso’, focusing on ‘women, knights, arms, love, courtesy and bold deeds’. A rare
edition.
Adams T267. See Renouard 233:7; BM STC It., p. 660; Gamba 967 (mentioned),
Fontanini II, 74.
L3072

37) ULRICH von AUGSBURG [PSEUDO-ULRICH]. Epistola divi hulderichi
augustensis episcopi, adversus constitutionem de cleri coelibatu.
Wittenberg, Melchior II Lotter, 1520.

£1,650

FIRST EDITION. 4to. 4 unnumbered ll., A4. Roman letter. Very light age
browning, t-p and verso of last dust- soiled, a couple of light marginal spots. Avery

good copy in modern boards, the odd early marginal annotation.
Very good copy of the first edition of a pamphlet on clerical celibacy. Purportedly written by St
Ulrich (890-973), Bishop of Augsburg —an authorship now identified as 'Pseudo-Ulrich'—
'Epistola' first appeared in C11 Germany during debates on clerical celibacy raised by Gregory
Vii. The addressee, named 'Pope Nicholas', was probably Nicholas II, supporter of a
controversial policy on clerical chastity in the mid-1050s. 'Epistola' explained that the Pope's
duty was to recommend and praise but not to impose celibacy—hence its frequent use during
early C16 debates on this topic. A useful authority, in addition to St Augustine, was
Paphnutius of Thebes (4th century) who, at the First Council of Nicaea, criticised the decision
to forbid clerics who had been ordained after marriage to abstain from their wives. The short
preface stating that 'celibacy is an excellent thing, not as much when it is imposed' was written
by Martin Luther. Important English Reformers like John Foxe apparently owned manuscript
copies. Melchior II Lotter was responsible for printing Luther's Old and New Testament in
1522-24.
USTC 651268; Benzing 818a; WA Br. 12, Nr. 4217; BM STC Ger., p. 878;
Proctor 11917; Knaake III, 1055.
L1613

38) VOGTHERR, Heinrich. Ein Frembdes vnd wunderbares Kunstbüchlein (Designs
for the Artisan).

[Antwerp, J Richard, ca 1540-1572].

£2,750

4to. 25 of 28 unnumbered leaves. A-G4. [lacking A1, B1, G4, top two thirds of E4.]
Over six hundred woodcut illustrations, small ink drawing of a head in profile on
pastedown. Light age yellowing, a little dusty and thumb marked in places, clean
tears in C2 and D4, three leaves with tears at gutter not touching woodcuts. A good
copy, clean with strong impressions of the woodcuts, in early calf over thin boards,
most of spine lacking, corners worn, faded inscriptions on covers.
Extremely rare example of this wonderful artists book, a very popular sixteenth-century artisan’s
pattern book. It has exceptionally close copies of the woodcuts in the original, which appeared in
1537 in Strasbourg. The illustrations also appear in identical layout in both editions suggesting
that they were cut on a single block for each sheet. “there are 9-12 desgigns on each of the ..pages.
all distinguished by beauty and originality.” The sheet of shields, or arms, differs entirely in this
edition to the first Strasbourg, though the rest of the plates are nearly identical. “For the most
part, however, early pattern books were intended for professionals, they very often say so in the
title, and most of them offer little or nothing in way of instruction for use, assuming that the user
would know what to do with the patterns. For instance, Heinrich Vogtherr’s ‘Ein Frembds und

wunderbards Kunstbuechlin’ ‘(a new and wonderful little art book such as never been seen by
anyone or published, very useful for painters, woodcarvers, Goldsmiths, stonecutters, carpenters,
armourers, and cutlers) published in Strasberg in 1538, tells in the short introduction nothing
about what to do with the pages of men's and women's headdresses, styles of parade armour, feet
(bare or in Roman sandals), hands in every conceivable position, and a variety of architectural
capitals and pedestals. Instead Vogtherr tells why he made his book, aimed at third-rate artists
and artisans: -“because the good lord, through divine ordinance, has brought about a marked
reduction of all ingenious and liberal arts here in Germany, causing so many to turn away from
art and try other trades, that in a few years painters and woodcarvers one seem to have all but
disappeared. To prevent painters, Goldsmiths, Silk embroiderers, stonecarver, cabinet makers,
and so on from giving up and tiring, I Heinrich Vogtherr, painter and citizen of Strassburg,
have assembled an anthology of exotic and difficult details that should guide the artists who are
burdened with wife and children and those who have not traveled. It should store stupid heads
and inspire understanding artists to higher and more ingenious arts until art comes back to its
rightful honour and we lead other nations.” Janet S. Byrne ‘Renaissance Ornament Prints and
Drawings.’
“It must be born in mind that these [cuts] of the Antwerp editions are not, as generally believed,
the original cuts, but remarkable close copies of them, very difficult to distinguish when apart.”
Fairfax Murray. Such works are now of the greatest rarity as they were of real practical use to
their first owners and used such, almost as tools would be. “The very nature of pattern books led
to their ultimate destruction. Individual patterns were often torn out for use, sometimes tacked
on the wall, traced pricked, chalked, oiled or perhaps just fingered to death in the transfer process.”
Janet S. Byrne. An extremely rare survival, of these beautiful illustrations. Worldcat locates
three copies of the 1540, and two of the 1572 Antwerp editions.
Brunet III 1114 (first edition) Livre artificier et très prouffitable pour peintres..”.
Fairfax-Murray 428-30. “Very few of those who describe the book seem to have
actually seen a copy.” Benzing/Muller, Bibliographie Strasbourgeoise:au XVIe siècle
III, p. 436.2 (First ed. 1537). Not in Adams.
L2616

